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Complementarity between indirect and direct detection
About 50 orders of magnitude in particle DM mass!
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Process (almost) all archival XMM-Newton observations

• ⇠0.5�2 per observation, ⇠100 eV energy resolution
• almost 20 years of archival data (launched 1999)
• all observations sensitive to Milky Way dark matter decay
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Outline

• What is this dark matter?
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• Axion particle physics and cosmology

IllustrisTNG

• Ongoing and future efforts to detect axion dark matter

Mark Stone, UWMark Stone, UW ABRA-10cm Collaboration Alex Savello, VLA
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This Talk: 
- Indirect detection 

for axions
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XMM-Newton



Axion Solution to Strong CP
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Axion Solution to Strong CP (more precisely)

Axions also couple to EM: L = �ga��
aF F̃
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Axion interactions with Matter
Axion EM coupling: L = �ga��

aF F̃

4
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charge (DFSZ-type models)



Axion-like particles versus QCD Axion

L =
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Sring Axiverse: N pseudo-scalars -> N-1 ALPs + 1 QCD axion
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QCD axion can be 
dark matter
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GUT Scale QCD 
Axion (preferred)
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String Theory (ALPs)

“Not enough ALP DM”
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This Talk!
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Halverson et al., 2019: strongest 
coupled ALP in String constructions



Outline
1. Axions with X-ray observations of white dwarfs 

and neutron stars (theory) 

2. X-ray data: neutron star data (M7 anomaly) 

3. X-ray data: white dwarfs data (RE J0317-853) 

4. Possible future work

white dwarf neutron star



Outline
1. Axions with X-ray observations of white dwarfs 

and neutron stars (theory) 

2. X-ray data: neutron star data (M7 anomaly) 

3. X-ray data: white dwarfs data (RE J0317-853)

Dessert et al. 2104.12772, Dessert et al.  
2008.03305 (PRL), Buschmann et al. 1910.04164 
(PRL), Dessert et al. 1910.02956 (ApJ), Dessert et al. 
1903.05088 (PRL)

Chris Dessert
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Process (almost) all archival XMM-Newton observations

• ⇠0.5�2 per observation, ⇠100 eV energy resolution
• almost 20 years of archival data (launched 1999)
• all observations sensitive to Milky Way dark matter decay
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Neutron 
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Neutron Star Overview
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Neutron Star Overview



Axions Production in Neutron Star Cores from Brem.

Axion Luminosity:

~thermal spectrum at: Tc ⇡ 10 keV~thermal spectrum at:

N

N

N

Nπ

Neutron 
Star

axion
La ⇡ 0.05L�

⇣ gann
10�10

⌘2
✓

Tc

108 K

◆6

understanding factors of Tc

1. double neutron degeneracy: 

2. cross-section:  

3. energy: 

(Tc/pf )
4 (pf ⇠ 0.3 GeV)

� ⇠ Tc

Ea ⇠ Tc

additional complication: superfluidity (*ask after for details)

surface temperature ~0.1 keV



Axions Production in White Dwarf Cores from Brem.

Axion Luminosity:

~thermal spectrum at:~thermal spectrum at:

single electron degeneracy

Axion production in White Dwarfs

Secondary X-ray emission from the conversion
of axions produced in magnetic white dwarf stars

Chris Dessert, Andrew J. Long, and Benjamin R. Safdi
Leinweber Center for Theoretical Physics, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109, USA

(Dated: January 24, 2019)

BS:[ revisit this when we know the full story] The radiation of axion-like particles from white dwarf stars
has been studied extensively to derive limits from stellar cooling. In this article we show that potentially stronger
limits can be derived from X-ray measurements of magnetic white dwarfs. These stars sustain a strong magnetic
field, and values as large as B � 100 MG are not uncommon. As the radiated axion-like particles exit the star
and pass through its magnetic field, they can be converted into X-ray photons. We estimate the luminosity of
these secondary photons and compare with the projected sensitivity of various X-ray telescopes.

I. INTRODUCTION

The quantum chromodynamics (QCD) axion, originally
proposed to solve the strong CP problem [1–4], is a well-
motivated extension of the Standard Model. The QCD ax-
ion is a light pseudo-scalar particle that couples to the QCD
operator GG̃, with G the QCD field strength. The particle
would be exactly massless but for non-perturbative QCD ef-
fects at low energies, which generate a small mass for the ax-
ion. The axion minimizes the QCD-induced potential, which
dynamically removes the neutron electric dipole moment and
thus solves the strong CP problem. Additionally, the ax-
ion has dimension-5 couplings to electromagnetism and to
matter. The axion may also naturally explain the observed
dark matter (DM) [5–7]. Studies of string compactifications
show that, in addition to the QCD axion, a number of addi-
tional light pseudo-scalar particles may be present in the spec-
trum, which coupling to electromagnetism and matter but not
to QCD [8, 9]. These pseudo-scalars are called axion-like-
particles (ALPs), though throughout this work we will refer
to all such particles as axions. In this work we present a novel
method, using X-ray observations of magnetic white dwarf
(WD) stars (MWDs), to probe the existence of axions.

WDs have long been used as probes of axions by studying
the possibility of energy loss from axion emission [10]. Ax-
ions are emitted by axion-bremsstrahlung in electron-nucleon
scattering processes, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The extra energy
loss would modify modify WD cooling and thus change the
luminosity function of WDs. Comparisons to the observed lu-
minosity function have been used to set stringent constraints
on the axion-electron coupling [11–13]. Moreover, it has
been suggested that the observed WD luminosity function ac-
tually prefers the existence of an axion with a mass ⇠1-10
meV [11, 12], a claim further supported by period-drift mea-
surements of WDs undergoing pulsations [14].

In this work we propose to use X-ray observations of
MWDs to detect the small fraction of emitted axions that con-
vert to X-ray photons outside of the MWD in the strong sur-
rounding magnetic field, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The conver-
sion of axions-to-photons utilizes the axion-photon coupling.
The proposed method uses the following key properties of iso-
lated MWDs. First, the surrounding magnetic fields can be

2RWD
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MWD
<latexit sha1_base64="v8RiypMTVxp6vij6YsfSLNJsSh0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v8RiypMTVxp6vij6YsfSLNJsSh0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v8RiypMTVxp6vij6YsfSLNJsSh0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v8RiypMTVxp6vij6YsfSLNJsSh0=">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</latexit>

e�
<latexit sha1_base64="Vl2r566PdmjLKTiM0Z1Rb3u5QJI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Vl2r566PdmjLKTiM0Z1Rb3u5QJI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Vl2r566PdmjLKTiM0Z1Rb3u5QJI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Vl2r566PdmjLKTiM0Z1Rb3u5QJI=">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</latexit> �

<latexit sha1_base64="v7Ua3ls4L6znIQJhGIGIt9sitz8=">AAAClXiclVFNaxRBEO0dPxLXjyR68OClcRE8ZWYkoJdAwEW8iBHc3cDOEmp6ajZt+mPornEzDPMfvOo/y79J72YOJvFiQcPjVT2q+r28UtJTklwOonv3Hzzc2n40fPzk6bOd3b3nU29rJ3AirLLuJAePShqckCSFJ5VD0LnCWX7+cd2f/UTnpTXfqalwoWFpZCkFUKCm2RK0htPdUbKfbIrfBWkPRqyv49O9QZMVVtQaDQkF3s/TpKJFC46kUNgNs9pjBeIcljgP0IBGv2g353b8TWAKXloXniG+Yf9WtKC9b3QeJjXQmb/dW5P/6s1rKj8sWmmqmtCI60VlrThZvv47L6RDQaoJAIST4VYuzsCBoODQjS3xxAcqBlM4XClrlvHY2Sq3F/EX6UWsm37Qd/8nC4t00Awzgythg/WmaLPZuGszwgtqMy94tjalBC1V01akuyyEG67eWLUqui6Eld6O5i6YvttPA/52MDpK+ti22Sv2mr1lKXvPjthndswmTLAf7Bf7zf5EL6PDaBx9uh6NBr3mBbtR0dcrnETOmg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v7Ua3ls4L6znIQJhGIGIt9sitz8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v7Ua3ls4L6znIQJhGIGIt9sitz8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v7Ua3ls4L6znIQJhGIGIt9sitz8=">AAAClXiclVFNaxRBEO0dPxLXjyR68OClcRE8ZWYkoJdAwEW8iBHc3cDOEmp6ajZt+mPornEzDPMfvOo/y79J72YOJvFiQcPjVT2q+r28UtJTklwOonv3Hzzc2n40fPzk6bOd3b3nU29rJ3AirLLuJAePShqckCSFJ5VD0LnCWX7+cd2f/UTnpTXfqalwoWFpZCkFUKCm2RK0htPdUbKfbIrfBWkPRqyv49O9QZMVVtQaDQkF3s/TpKJFC46kUNgNs9pjBeIcljgP0IBGv2g353b8TWAKXloXniG+Yf9WtKC9b3QeJjXQmb/dW5P/6s1rKj8sWmmqmtCI60VlrThZvv47L6RDQaoJAIST4VYuzsCBoODQjS3xxAcqBlM4XClrlvHY2Sq3F/EX6UWsm37Qd/8nC4t00Awzgythg/WmaLPZuGszwgtqMy94tjalBC1V01akuyyEG67eWLUqui6Eld6O5i6YvttPA/52MDpK+ti22Sv2mr1lKXvPjthndswmTLAf7Bf7zf5EL6PDaBx9uh6NBr3mBbtR0dcrnETOmg==</latexit>

a
<latexit sha1_base64="UzG3VRji8FBrDBKhHkAO5fIAh3c=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UzG3VRji8FBrDBKhHkAO5fIAh3c=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UzG3VRji8FBrDBKhHkAO5fIAh3c=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UzG3VRji8FBrDBKhHkAO5fIAh3c=">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</latexit>

e�
<latexit sha1_base64="Vl2r566PdmjLKTiM0Z1Rb3u5QJI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Vl2r566PdmjLKTiM0Z1Rb3u5QJI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Vl2r566PdmjLKTiM0Z1Rb3u5QJI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Vl2r566PdmjLKTiM0Z1Rb3u5QJI=">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</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="v7Ua3ls4L6znIQJhGIGIt9sitz8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v7Ua3ls4L6znIQJhGIGIt9sitz8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v7Ua3ls4L6znIQJhGIGIt9sitz8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v7Ua3ls4L6znIQJhGIGIt9sitz8=">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</latexit>

�B
<latexit sha1_base64="oXvYHCbNXM/QHwMTDhc4fssDflI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oXvYHCbNXM/QHwMTDhc4fssDflI=">AAAClniclVFNaxRBEO0dv+L6lehF8NK4CJ4yM0HQkwSN6EVYwc0GtpfQ01OzabY/hu6abIZmfoRX/WX+G3s2czCJFwsaHq/eo6rrFbWSHrPs9yi5dfvO3Xs798cPHj56/GR37+mxt40TMBNWWXdScA9KGpihRAUntQOuCwXzYv2x78/PwXlpzXdsa1hqvjKykoJjpObsHET40J3uTrL9bFv0JsgHMCFDTU/3Ri0rrWg0GBSKe7/IsxqXgTuUQkE3Zo2Hmos1X8EiQsM1+GXY7tvRV5EpaWVdfAbplv3bEbj2vtVFVGqOZ/56ryf/1Vs0WL1bBmnqBsGIy0FVoyha2n+eltKBQNVGwIWTcVcqzrjjAuOJrkxJZz5SKTelg42yZpUeOVsX9iL9Kr1IdTsIffd/tjhIR8+YGdgIq3VUBjY/6gJDuMDAvKCsP0rFtVRtqFF3LKYbt96ealN2fVj59WhuguOD/Tzib28mhwdDbDvkBXlJXpOcvCWH5AuZkhkRZE1+kJ/kV/I8eZ98Sj5fSpPR4HlGrlQy/QPDOM8b</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oXvYHCbNXM/QHwMTDhc4fssDflI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oXvYHCbNXM/QHwMTDhc4fssDflI=">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</latexit>

T
<latexit sha1_base64="ewT8H1OpDeI4mDHpqzmEVIMff7c=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ewT8H1OpDeI4mDHpqzmEVIMff7c=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ewT8H1OpDeI4mDHpqzmEVIMff7c=">AAACkHiclVFNSxxBEO0dE6MbY1w95tJkCXhyZkTI3qLEQxACCq4r7CzS01OzNvbH0F3j7jDML8jV/Dj/jb3rHPy6WNDwePUeVV0vLaRwGEX3nWDlw8fVT2vr3c8bXza/bvW2L5wpLYchN9LYy5Q5kELDEAVKuCwsMJVKGKU3vxf90S1YJ4w+x6qAiWJTLXLBGXrq7Pxqqx/tRcuir0Hcgj5p6/Sq16mSzPBSgUYumXPjOCpwUjOLgktouknpoGD8hk1h7KFmCtykXm7a0B+eyWhurH8a6ZJ96qiZcq5SqVcqhtfuZW9BvtUbl5gPJrXQRYmg+eOgvJQUDV18m2bCAkdZecC4FX5Xyq+ZZRz9cZ5NCYfOUyHTmYWZNHoaHltTpGYe/hWOh6pqha55n80PUt7TTTTMuFHKK+tkdNzUCcIc68RxmiyOkjMlZFUXqJrE5+q3Xp5qljWNDyt+Gc1rcLG/F3t8dtA/3G9jWyPfyHeyS2LykxySP+SUDAknQP6RO/I/2A4Gwa/g6FEadFrPDnlWwckDaw3MXw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ewT8H1OpDeI4mDHpqzmEVIMff7c=">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</latexit>

L�a
<latexit sha1_base64="4eVySHIDVgt71ng0N4MVod+s4S0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4eVySHIDVgt71ng0N4MVod+s4S0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4eVySHIDVgt71ng0N4MVod+s4S0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4eVySHIDVgt71ng0N4MVod+s4S0=">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</latexit>
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FIG. 1. Axions are produced inside of a white dwarf star and convert
into X-ray photons as they pass through the star’s magnetic field.

quite high, ⇠109 G [15, 16], enhancing the axion-photon con-
version probability. Second, while the core temperature Tc of
WDs is typically in the X-ray band (Tc ⇠ 107 k), the effec-
tive surface temperature Te� is significantly lower, Te� ⇠ 104

k (see, e.g., [17]). This means that assuming the MWD is
isolated, in the absence of axions it should not produce X-
rays. However, in the presence of axions that X-ray energy
axions may escape the core and then convert into real X-ray
photons in the magnetic field surrounding the WD, leading to
near-thermal X-ray flux at the temperature of the core. In this
work, we show that X-ray telescope observations of MWDs
have the potential to probe the QCD axion parameter space in
addition to a wide range of ALP parameter space.

A similar approach to axion detection was previously
suggested for neutron stars [18]. In that case, nuclear
bremsstrahlung in the neutron star generates an outgoing flux
of X-ray energy axions, which may convert into X-rays in
the strong magnetic field surrounding the neutron star. How-
ever, it was pointed out in [19] that vacuum birefringence ef-
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Axion-Photon Conversion in Dipole Field
Strong-field QED -> Euler Heisenberg Lagrangian
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Outline
1. Axions with X-ray observations of white dwarfs 

and neutron stars (theory) 

2. X-ray data: neutron star data (M7 anomaly) 

3. X-ray data: white dwarfs data (RE J0317-853)

Dessert et al. 2104.12772, Dessert et al.  
2008.03305 (PRL), Buschmann et al. 1910.04164 
(PRL), Dessert et al. 1910.02956 (ApJ), Dessert et al. 
1903.05088 (PRL)



M7 hard X-ray excess

‣ 7 NSs between ~100 - 500 pc from Sun 

‣ Discovered with ROSAT full-sky X-ray survey 

‣ Surface: B ~ 1013 G (spindown) 

‣ Tsurf ~ 100 eV 

‣ Non previous detection of non-thermal emission 

‣ All old ~0.1 - 1 Myr and isolated 

The magnificent seven isolated neutron stars
NS with strong B-field and surrounding plasma

Neutron Star

• 7 neutron stars between ⇠100 - 500 pc away
• Discovered with ROSAT full-sky X-ray survey (90’s)
• surface: B ⇠ 1013 G (spindown)
• Tsurf ⇠ 100 eV
• Non non-thermal emission detected (no radio, no

E > 1 keV)
• All old (age ⇠ 105 - 106 yrs) and isolated 26
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• Tsurf ⇠ 100 eV
• Non non-thermal emission detected (no radio, no

E > 1 keV)
• All old (age ⇠ 105 - 106 yrs) and isolated 26



M7 hard X-ray excess
Magnificent seven datasets: XMM-Newton and Chandra

Process (almost) all archival XMM-Newton observations

• ⇠0.5�2 per observation, ⇠100 eV energy resolution
• almost 20 years of archival data (launched 1999)
• all observations sensitive to Milky Way dark matter decay

12

XMM-NewtonChandra

• Use data from 2 � 8 keV or 4 � 8 keV (higher Tsurf )
• XMM-Newton (PN and MOS)

• 90% containment radius: ⇠50”
• Particle and extragalactic background dominated
• Nearby point sources “photobombing” a concern

• Chandra (ACIS)
• 90% containment radius: ⇠1” (signal limited)
• Pileup: 2 X-rays arrive within integration/readout time

• Less of concern for XMM: much faster readout times
27
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Chandra XMM-Newton

‣ data from ~2 - 8 keV 

‣ XMM-Newton (PN and MOS) 

‣ ~50’’ angular resolution 

‣ Chandra 

‣ ~1’’ angular resolution



Hard X-ray excess from RX J1856.6-3754
Hard X-ray excesses from RX J1856.6-3754
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All M7 hard X-ray data

in the last two energy bins. As such in this analysis we use
all three available energy bins for J1856, which has by far
the most exposure time of all M7, and J0420, but only the
last two energy bins for the other five NSs. Reference [11]
only provides Chandra data for J1856, J0420, and J0806,
because for the other NSs they found that pileup may affect
the observed high-energy spectrum. For J2143 only PN
data is available.
We interpret the M7 hard x-ray spectra in the context of

the axion model by using a joint likelihood over all of the
M7 and available datasets with a frequentist profile like-
lihood analysis procedure. Our parameters of interest are
fma; ga!!; gann; gappg and our nuisance parameters, which
describe uncertain aspects of the NSs, are the set of
parameters f"; d; T!

b g for each NS, where d is distance.
Each of the nuisance parameters is taken to have a Gaussian
prior with uncertainty given in Table I, except for ", which
is given a flat prior from 0 to #. Uncertainties arising from
the NS superfluidity model are described in the
Supplemental Material [64]. For our fiducial analysis we
fix gapp ! gann. We construct a joint likelihood over all of
the M7 and available datasets, and we use this likelihood to
constrain our parameters of interest.
Results.—The resulting best-fit parameter space in the

ma " ga!!gann plane and 95% one-sided upper limit are
shown in Fig. 2. Interpreting the data in the context of the
axion model, we find approximately 5$ evidence for the
axion-induced flux over the null hypothesis of no non-
thermal hard x-ray flux from the M7. The global fit
prefers a low axion mass and a coupling at and slightly
below previous limits, which are also indicated. In par-
ticular we combine the CAST constraints on ga!!
(ga!! < 6.6 ! 10"11 GeV"1 at low masses) [110] with the
SN 1987A constraints on gann, taking gapp ! gann, gann <
1.4 ! 10"9 [111] (but see Ref. [112] which question these

constraints). Constraints on gann from cooling of the NS Cas
A [2,4,5] may all be relevant, though these constraints are
subject to both instrumental [113] and theoretical system-
atic uncertainties. Thus the current constraints on ga!!gann
in Fig. 2 should be taken as suggestive.
It is interesting to investigate whether the high-energy

flux observed between the individual NSs is consistent with
the expectation from the axion hypothesis. In Fig. 3 we
show the observed intensities I2–8 (I4–8) between 2–8 keV
(4–8 keV) for each of the M7 after combining the MOS,
PN, and Chandra datasets. These intensities are determined
by fitting the low-mass axion spectral model uniquely to
the data from each NS, with model parameters T!

b and I2–8
(I4–8). Note that for the NSs where we include the 2–4 keV
energy bin we report I2–8, while for those where we do not
include this bin we instead report I4–8. (We obtain quali-
tatively similar results if we only use the 4–8 keV bins for
all NSs, as shown in the Supplemental Material [64].) The
green (yellow) bands indicate the 68% (95%) confidence
intervals for the intensities from the x-ray measurements.
The black and gray error bands, on the other hand, denote
the 68% and 95% confidence intervals for the axion model
predictions, fixing the axion model parameters at the best-
fit point from the global fit, ga!!gann # 4 ! 10"20 GeV"1

with ma $ 10"5 eV, and profiling over the nuisance
parameters. The uncertainties in the model prediction arise
primarily from the nuisance parameters describing the
unknown properties of the M7, as described above, while
the uncertainties on the measured intensity values are
purely statistical in nature.
The observed intensities are consistent with expectations

from the axion model. Additionally, there are sources of
uncertainty on the axion model predictions for the indi-
vidual NSs beyond those shown in Fig. 3, arising from for
example nucleon superfluidity, the EOS, and the inference
of the core temperatures. For example, as we show in the
Supplemental Material [64] with alternate core-temperature

FIG. 3. Best-fit intensities I2–8 and I4–8 for all M7. The green
(yellow) bands indicate the 68% (95%) confidence intervals from
the x-ray intensity measurements, with best-fit intensities marked
by vertical green lines. Black and gray error bands denote
the 68% and 95% confidence intervals for the axion model
predictions at the global best-fit coupling ga!!gann and
ma $ 10"5 eV, with uncertainties arising from uncertain aspects
of the NSs.

FIG. 2. 95% exclusion limit and best fit 1 and 2$ regions from a
joint likelihood analysis over all of the M7 and combining PN,
MOS, and Chandra data. We compare our result to existing limits
from CAST2017" NS cooling. All curves and regions continue
to arbitrarily small ma. Note that the QCD axion model is too
weakly coupled to appear in this figure. Accounting for system-
atic uncertainties may allow for smaller values of ga!!gann, by
approximately an order of magnitude, as discussed in the
Supplemental Material [64].
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the uncertainties on the measured intensity values are
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The observed intensities are consistent with expectations

from the axion model. Additionally, there are sources of
uncertainty on the axion model predictions for the indi-
vidual NSs beyond those shown in Fig. 3, arising from for
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Outline
1. Axions with X-ray observations of white dwarfs 

and neutron stars (theory) 

2. X-ray data: neutron star data (M7 anomaly) 

3. X-ray data: white dwarfs data (RE J0317-853)

Dessert et al. 2104.12772, Dessert et al.  
2008.03305 (PRL), Buschmann et al. 1910.04164 
(PRL), Dessert et al. 1910.02956 (ApJ), Dessert et al. 
1903.05088 (PRL)



Fast forward to New Years 2021

Our holiday present: long-awaited dedicated data from 
Chandra observation of magnetic white dwarf RE J0317-853

Magnificent seven datasets: XMM-Newton and Chandra
Process (almost) all archival XMM-Newton observations

• ⇠0.5�2 per observation, ⇠100 eV energy resolution
• almost 20 years of archival data (launched 1999)
• all observations sensitive to Milky Way dark matter decay

12

XMM-NewtonChandra

• Use data from 2 � 8 keV or 4 � 8 keV (higher Tsurf )
• XMM-Newton (PN and MOS)

• 90% containment radius: ⇠50”
• Particle and extragalactic background dominated
• Nearby point sources “photobombing” a concern

• Chandra (ACIS)
• 90% containment radius: ⇠1” (signal limited)
• Pileup: 2 X-rays arrive within integration/readout time

• Less of concern for XMM: much faster readout times
27

Chandra

*postponed during 
pandemic
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RE J0317-853 Facts

‣ “hottest” magnetic white dwarf (Tsurf  ~5 eV) -> high core T 

‣ ~29.38 pc (Gaia parallax) 

‣ Surface: B ~ 5x108 G (Zeeman splitting and circular pol.) 

‣ Tcore = 1.39 +- 0.01 keV (dedicated cooling sequences compared 
to Gaia luminosity data, ask after if interested) 

‣ No previous dedicated X-ray observations 



RE J0317-853 Magnetic FieldL38 FUV HST OBSERVATIONS OF RE J0317!853 Vol. 510

Fig. 1.—Observed and theoretical spectra for 12 different phases across the
725 s rotation period.

Fig. 2.—Distribution of the magnetic field strength over the visible hemi-
sphere from the best-fitting model for the 12 phases shown in Fig. 1. The
steps in gray scale correspond to steps of 100 MG; the lowest field is 170
MG (darkest gray), and the highest is 800 MG (white spot).

exposures and to maximize the phase coverage across the 725
s rotation period. The total exposure time was 4858.6 s. The
data were extracted with standard IRAF/STSDAS routines and
binned into 12 equal phase intervals (Fig. 1).1 Distinct changes
in the FUV spectrum are clearly visible across the rotation
period. In particular, the position of the redward j Lya com-
ponent appears to shift from !1340 Å at phase 0.167 (phase
" 0 is defined by our first bin during the HST orbits) to !1300
Å at phase 0.667, while the p ( ) Lya component is1s r 2p0 0
also seen to grow in strength to a maximum at phase 0.667.
One other intriguing absorption feature at !1160 Å is seen to
grow in strength at later phases, in conjunction with the !1300
Å and stationary Lya lines.

3. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The observed spectrum and wavelength-dependent polari-
zation of magnetic white dwarfs, described by the four Stokes
parameters, can be analyzed by simulating the transport of
polarized radiation through a magnetized stellar atmosphere
(see, e.g., Jordan 1992 and Putney & Jordan 1995). However,
in previous analyses, it was extremely time-consuming to cal-
culate new synthetic spectra for every variation of the magnetic
field geometry. In particular, when it comes to phase-resolved
spectroscopy, a different approach is necessary, which we have
adopted for the first time here.
We calculated a library of synthetic spectra for a given ef-

1 An animation of this plot, together with the observed and synthetic spectra,
can be found on the World Wide Web (see http://www.astrophysik.uni-kiel.de/
arbeitsgruppen/agkoe/h-jordan_re0317.html, maintained at Institut für Theo-
retische Physik und Astrophysik by S. Jordan).

fective temperature (40,000 K), for different field strengths
between 100 and 900 MG (in steps of 1 MG), and for nine
different angles (equidistant in the cosine) between the mag-
netic field and the observer. Limb darkening was taken into
account by a linear approximation based on an interpolation
between model spectra: (EuchnerI(m) " (0.7# 0.3m)I(m " 1)
1998).
In describing the magnetic field geometry, we utilized two

different approaches: (i) pure dipole models with the ability to
offset the dipole center relative to the center of the star and
(ii) a more general approach involving an expansion into spher-
ical harmonics.
For a clearly rotating magnetic star, different spectra are

observed, depending on the relative contribution of the mag-
netic field and the angles between the observer and themagnetic
field at a given phase. After prescribing a specific global mag-
netic field, three additional free parameters are needed to cal-
culate a synthetic spectrum for a given phase: (i) the angle

between the rotational axis and the observer, (ii) the90! ! i
angle b between the rotational axis and the magnetic (z-) axis
(relative to which the coordinate system of the offset dipoles
or the spherical harmonics have been defined), and (iii) the
phase at which the magnetic pole passes the meridian between
the rotational axis and the center of the visible hemisphere.
The “best” model is found by minimizing the between2Dx

the predicted flux and the observations for all the different
phases into which the HST observations have been binned. The
solution is then found by varying the free parameters in a
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Zeeman splitting

100 MG

900 MG

Burleigh et al., ApJL 1999

Hubble

*consistent B-field from optical circular polarization 

We assume B0=200 MG dipole 
(conservative w.r.t. more realistic 
models, but dependence small)



RE J0317-853 Chandra X-Ray Data
‣ ~40 ks with ACIS-I, no grating (18-12-2020) 

‣ 1-9 keV 
2

and Chandra [30] (but see [31]). The constraints from the
solar axion search with the CAST experiment [32] and
from Horizontal Branch (HB) star cooling [33] are com-
parable and extend over the whole mass range in Fig. 1,
which also shows the predicted coupling-mass relations in
the DFSZ [34, 35] and KSVZ [36, 37] QCD axion mod-
els. The additional constraints shown in Fig. 1 require
the axion to be dark matter [38–47] (see [24] for a sum-
mary).

As described in [17] axions may be produced within
the cores of MWD stars through electron bremsstrahlung
o↵ of ions, using the gaee coupling, and converted to X-
rays in the stellar magnetospheres with the ga�� term
in (1). Ref. [17] identified RE J0317-853 as being the
most promising currently-known MWD because of a com-
bination of (i) the close distance d = 29.38 ± 0.02 pc,
as measured by Gaia [48], (ii) the large magnetic field
Bpole ⇠ 500 MG, and (iii) the high core temperature
Tcore ⇠ 1.5 keV. The predicted axion-induced X-ray sig-
nal is expected to be roughly thermal at the core temper-
ature, meaning that it should peak at a few keV where
Chandra is the most sensitive currently-operating X-ray
telescope.

We observed the MWD RE J0317-853 on 2020-12-18
using the Chandra ACIS-I instrument with no grating
for a total of 37.42 ks (PI Safdi, observation ID 22326).
After data reduction – see the Supplementary Material
(SM) – we produce pixelated counts maps in four energy
bins from 1 to 9 keV of width 2 keV each. Each square
pixel in right ascension (RA) and declination (DEC) has
physical length of ⇠0.

00492 (note in the RA direction this
is the width in RA ⇥ cos(Dec)). In Fig. 2 we show the
binned counts over 1–9 keV in the vicinity of the MWD;
note that in this region no pixel has more than one count.
The figure is centered at the current location of the
MWD, labeled ‘Dec. 2020 (calib.)’: RA0 ⇡ 49� 180 37.

0077,
DEC0 ⇡ �85� 32025.

0081. Fig. 2 also shows intermediate
source locations determined during the astrometric cali-
bration process (see the SM). The 68% energy contain-
ment radius at 1 keV (9 keV) is approximately 0.

005 (0.
006).

The inset illustrates the expected template for emission
associated with the MWD at 1 keV. No photon counts
are observed near the MWD. The circle in Fig. 2 has ra-
dius 500 and is the extent of our region of interest (ROI);
that is, we exclude pixels whose centers are beyond this
radius in our analysis.

We analyze the pixelated data d = {ni,j}, with ni,j the
number of counts in energy bin i and pixel j, in the con-
text of the axion model, which is discussed more shortly,
using the joint Poisson likelihood

p(d|M, ✓) =
4Y

i=1

NpixY

j=1

µi,j(✓)ni,je
�µi,j(✓)

ni,j !
, (2)

with M denoting the joint signal and background model,
with model parameters ✓ = {Abkg, gaeega�� , ma}, and
Npix the number of spatial pixels. The model predicts
µi,j(✓) counts in energy and spatial pixel i, j. The back-
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Figure 2. The binned counts over 1–9 keV from our ⇠40 ks
Chandra observation of the MWD RE J0317-853. No counts
are observed within the vicinity of the source, whose loca-
tion is indicated along with intermediate locations at various
stages in the astrometric calibration process (see text for de-
tails), and also no more than one count is observed in any
pixel. The dashed circle indicates the extent of the ROI used
in our analysis. The inset panel illustrates the signal template
in grey scale, for the first energy bin, over the analysis ROI.

ground parameter vector Abkg consists of a single nor-
malization parameter in each of the four energy bins
that re-scales the background counts spatial template.
For our background template, which we profile over, we
use the exposure map, which is flat to less than 0.5%
over our ROI. The signal model has the two parameters
{gaeega�� , ma}, which predict the counts in each of the
four energy bins. The signal template is centered on the
MWD and accounts for the point spread function (PSF),
as illustrated in the inset of Fig. 2.

At a fixed ma we construct the profile likelihood for
ga��gaee by maximizing the log-likelihood over Abkg at
each ga��gaee. Our 95% upper limit on ga��gaee is con-
structed directly by Monte Carlo simulations of the signal
and null hypotheses instead of relying on Wilks’ theo-
rem, since we are in the low-counts limit (see e.g. [49] for
details). A priori we decided to power constrain [50] our
limits to account for the possibility of under fluctuations,
though this was not necessary in practice.

We also analyze the data using the Poisson likelihood
in the individual energy bins to extract the spectrum
dF/dE, which is illustrated in Fig. 3. In that figure we
overlay the axion model prediction, which we now detail.
For production via axion bremsstrahlung from electron-
ion scattering [15, 51], we broadly follow the formalism
developed in [17], though we make improvements thanks
to updated WD models and luminosity data from Gaia.
Firstly, we improve our modeling of the density profile

We saw 
absolutely 
nothing!  :-(
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and composition of RE J0317-853 using MESA [52] ver-
sion 12778. We simulate a WD of RE J0317-853’s mass
from stellar birth until it has cooled below RE J0317-
853’s observed luminosity. These simulations account for
core electrostatic e↵ects including ionic correlations and
crystallization in the core that modify the profiles from
that of a fully degenerate ideal electron gas, which were
neglected in [17]. We find RE J0317-853 has a predom-
inantly oxygen-neon core because it completed carbon-
burning while ascending the asymptotic giant branch,
typical for a WD of its mass undergoing single-star evo-
lution. We take as our fiducial profiles those density and
composition profiles from the model for which the lumi-
nosity matches the observed luminosity of RE J0317-853
(see Sec. IV of the SM for further details).

The second improvement we make is in estimating
the core temperature of RE J0317-853. Ref. [17] es-
timated the core temperature from an empirical core
temperature-luminosity relation using an assumed lumi-
nosity from [53]. Ref. [53] used Hubble parallax and pho-
tometric data along with WD cooling sequences to esti-
mate the luminosity of RE J0317-853. Here, we estimate
the core temperature from WD cooling sequences [54]
which predict Gaia DR2 band magnitudes. These cooling
sequences are improved over those of [53] because they
better account for ionic correlation e↵ects than previous
sequences, and our use of Gaia data rather than Hubble
represents an improvement because of smaller uncertain-
ties on the magnitudes, partly due to improved parallax
measurements. In particular, we fit the models in [54]
over cooling age and mass to the measured RE J0317-
853 Gaia DR2 data [55]. Although previous measure-
ments indicated a mass for RE J0317-853 of & 1.26 M�,
we find that the 1.22 M� model provides the best fit to
the data. In the context of that model, we find that the
Gaia data prefers a core temperature Tc = 1.388 ± 0.005
keV. Therefore we use this model and to be conserva-
tive assume a core temperature at the lower 1� allowed
value, Tc = 1.383 keV, since the emissivity increases with
increasing Tc.

Axion emission from the stellar interior primarily re-
sults from the bremsstrahlung scattering e + (A, Z) !

e + (A, Z) + a where an electron is incident on a nucleus
with atomic number Z and mass number A. The elec-
trons in a WD core are strongly degenerate with a tem-
perature T ⌧ pF that is much smaller than the Fermi
momentum pF . In this regime, the axion emissivity spec-
trum is thermal and given by [15, 51]

d"a

d!
=

↵
2
EMg

2
aee

4⇡3 m2
e

!
3

e!/T � 1

X

s

Z
2
s⇢sFs

Asu
, (3)

which includes a sum over the species s of nuclei that are
present in the plasma; Zs is the atomic number, As is the
mass number, ⇢s is the mass density, and u ' 931.5 MeV
is the atomic mass unit. The species-dependent, dimen-
sionless factor Fs accounts for medium e↵ects, includ-
ing screening of the electric field and interference be-
tween di↵erent scattering sites. For a strongly-coupled
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Figure 3. The energy spectrum found from our analysis of
the Chandra data from the MWD RE J0317-853. In each of
the four energy bins the best-fit fluxes are consistent with zero
(the 68% containment intervals are shown). We also illustrate
the predicted axion-induced signal that would be seen from
an axion with the indicated couplings and ma ⌧ 10�5 eV.

plasma [56] we use the empirical fitting functions pro-
vided by [57]. Note that the axion luminosity is given by
the integral of the emissivity over the WD core.

Our fiducial WD model leads to the predicted axion lu-
minosity La ⇡ 8 · 10�4

L�(gaee/10�13)2. Accounting for
modeling uncertainties on RE J0317-853 we estimate the
limit on ga�� may be ⇠10% stronger, as illustrated in SM
Fig. S4. Axions may also be produced by the ga�� cou-
pling from electro-Primako↵ production, which we com-
pute in the SM, though as we show in SM Figs. S2 and S3
this process is subdominant compared to bremsstrahlung
for RE J0317-853.

The axions then undergo conversion to X-rays in the
MWD magnetic fields. The conversion probability pa!�

may be calculated numerically for arbitrary magnetic
field configurations and axion masses ma by solving
the axion-photon mixing equations in the presence of
ga�� , though it is important to incorporate the Euler-
Heisenberg Lagrangian term which modifies the prop-
agation of photons in strong magnetic fields and sup-
presses the mixing [19]. The magnetic field of the MWD
is found to vary over the rotation period between 200
MG and 800 MG [58]; we follow [17] and assume a dipole
field of strength 200 MG, to be conservative. Note that
at low axion masses and high B-field values the depen-
dence of the conversion probability on magnetic field is
mild: pa!� / B

2/5 [17]. Using the o↵set dipole model
from [58] increases the conversion probabilities by up to
⇠50% [17] at low masses, which may increase the limit by
⇠10% relative to our fiducial case. Numerically the con-

version probabilities are O(10�4)⇥
�
ga��/10�11 GeV�1

�2

for ma ⌧ 10�5 eV and drop o↵ for higher masses. The

Magnificent seven datasets: XMM-Newton and Chandra
Process (almost) all archival XMM-Newton observations

• ⇠0.5�2 per observation, ⇠100 eV energy resolution
• almost 20 years of archival data (launched 1999)
• all observations sensitive to Milky Way dark matter decay

12

XMM-NewtonChandra

• Use data from 2 � 8 keV or 4 � 8 keV (higher Tsurf )
• XMM-Newton (PN and MOS)

• 90% containment radius: ⇠50”
• Particle and extragalactic background dominated
• Nearby point sources “photobombing” a concern

• Chandra (ACIS)
• 90% containment radius: ⇠1” (signal limited)
• Pileup: 2 X-rays arrive within integration/readout time

• Less of concern for XMM: much faster readout times
27

fa ⇠ few ⇥ 109 GeV
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Ultralight axions with axion-photon couplings ga�� ⇠ few⇥10�11 GeV�1 may resolve a number of
astrophysical anomalies, such as unexpected ⇠TeV transparency, anomalous stellar cooling, and X-
ray excesses from nearby neutron stars. We show, however, that such axions are severely constrained
by the non-observation of X-rays from the magnetic white dwarf (MWD) RE J0317-853 using ⇠40
ks of data acquired from a dedicated observation with the Chandra X-ray Observatory. Axions
may be produced in the core of the MWD through electron bremsstrahlung and then convert to
X-rays in the magnetosphere. The non-observation of X-rays constrains the axion-photon coupling
to ga�� . 5.5 ⇥ 10�13

p
Ca��/Caee GeV�1 at 95% confidence for axion masses ma . 5 ⇥ 10�6 eV,

with Caee and Ca�� the dimensionless coupling constants to electrons and photons. Considering that
Caee is generated from the renormalization group, our results robustly disfavor ga�� & 4.4⇥ 10�11

GeV�1 even for models with no ultraviolet contribution to Caee.

Axions are hypothetical ultralight pseudoscalar parti-
cles that couple through dimension-5 operators to the
Standard Model. In particular the quantum chromody-
namics (QCD) axion couples to QCD, which allows it
to solve the strong-CP problem [1–4]; this coupling also
generates a mass m

QCD
a ⇠ ⇤2

QCD/fa for the particle, with
fa the axion decay constant and ⇤QCD the QCD confine-
ment scale. In this work we probe axions with masses
ma . 10�2 eV that do not couple to QCD (but see [5–
7]) though they couple to electromagnetism and matter.
Such ultralight axions, often referred to as axion-like par-
ticles, are especially motivated theoretically in the con-
text of the String Axiverse [8–13]. In the Axiverse it
is natural to expect a large number N of ultralight ax-
ions, with ma ⌧ m

QCD
a . One linear combination couples

to QCD and receives a mass from QCD, becoming the
QCD axion, while the rest of the N � 1 states remain ul-
tralight and retain their non-QCD couplings to the Stan-
dard Model. It is well established that axions may be
produced within stars including white dwarfs (WDs) (see
e.g. [14–16]) and escape the stars due to their weak in-
teraction strengths with matter. Recently it has been
pointed out that such axions could produce X-ray signa-
tures through axion-photon conversion in magnetic WD
(MWD) magnetospheres [17] (see [18–23] for related dis-
cussions in neutron star (NS) magnetospheres). In this
work we collect and analyze data from the MWD RE
J0317-853 to look for evidence of this process.

The couplings of the axion a with mass ma to electro-
magnetism and electronic matter are described through
the Lagrangian terms

Lint � �
1

4
ga��aFµ⌫ F̃

µ⌫ +
gaee

2me
(@µa)ē�µ

�5e , (1)

with F (F̃ ) the (dual) quantum electrodynamics (QED)
field strength, e the electron field, and me the elec-
tron mass. It is convenient to parameterize the cou-
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Figure 1. We constrain ga��gaee . 1.3 ⇥ 10�25 GeV�1 at
95% confidence for low ma from the non-observation of X-
rays from the MWD RE J0317-853. We translate this result
to constraints on ga�� assuming: (i) a tree-level axion-electron
coupling with Caee = Ca�� , and (ii) the loop-induced Caee ⇡
1.5 · 10�4Ca�� that represents a conservative W -phobic axion
(the loop-induced Caee is generically larger). The expected
68% (95%) containment region for the power-constrained 95%
upper limit is shaded in green (gold) for the Caee = Ca��

scenario. Previous constraints are shaded in grey [24].

pling constants by ga�� = Ca��↵EM/(2⇡fa) and gaee =
Caeeme/fa, where the C’s are dimensionless. Most lab-
oratory and astrophysical searches for axions focus on
the axion-photon coupling, with current constraints il-
lustrated in Fig. 1. Low-mass constraints arise from
the non-observation of photons from super star clusters
(SSCs) [25] (see also [26]) and SN1987A [27] and searches
for spectral modulations with Fermi [28], H.E.S.S. [29],
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One-loop axion-photon coupling 2
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Figure S2. As in Fig. 1 but showing the 95% upper limits from this work interpreted in the context of limits on ga��
assuming loop-induced couplings to Caee for the W -phobic (Caee = 1.6⇥10�4Ca��) and W -philic (Caee = 4.8⇥10�4Ca��) UV
completions. Models that couple to both SU(2)L and U(1)Y will generically have loop-induced couplings between these two
extremes, assuming no fine-tuned cancellations (for example, models that couple in a way that preserve the Grand Unification
group symmetry may have Caee ⇡ 2.7⇥10�4Ca��). Note that UV contributions to Caee may also exist. We compare these limits
to the projected sensitivity from the ALPS-II experiment. We also show our limits only accounting for the electro-Primako↵
process, which does not involve Caee – this process is seen to be subdominant compared to the bremsstrahlung process.

Figure S3. As in Fig. 3 but comparing the bremsstrahlung (red) and electro-Primako↵ (dashed blue) production rates, for the
indicated couplings.



Future Searches Towards RE J0317-853

1

Supplementary Material for: No evidence for axions from Chandra observation of
magnetic white dwarf

Christopher Dessert, Andrew J. Long, Benjamin R. Safdi

This Supplementary Material (SM) is organized as follows. Sec. I provides Supplementary Figures that are ref-
erenced in the main Letter. Sec. II gives further information on our data reduction and calibration procedure. In
Sec. III we review the renormalization group evolution of the axion-electron coupling to justify the values taken in
the main text. In Sec. IV we describe our modeling procedure for the MWD in more detail. Sec. V presents our
calculation of the Electro-Primako↵ axion production rate.

I. SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES

In this section we illustrate Figs. S1, S2, S3, and S4, which are cited and described in the main Letter.
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Figure S1. As in Fig. 1 but projecting future sensitivity from deeper observations of RE J0317-853. A factor of 10 increase in
Chandra exposure time would lead to the projected expected 95% upper limits indicated, while in the future the Lynx X-ray
observatory will allow for a significant increase in sensitivity. To generate the Lynx projections, we use the package SOXS to
generate expected counts maps, exposure maps, and the Lynx PSF. We then run our Chandra pipeline with the Lynx files.

proposed 
Chandra followup

B-field at higher 
k? Better 
targets? Better 
instruments? 



M7 Excess in light of RE J0317-853

need electrophobic / 
nucleophilic axion

in the last two energy bins. As such in this analysis we use
all three available energy bins for J1856, which has by far
the most exposure time of all M7, and J0420, but only the
last two energy bins for the other five NSs. Reference [11]
only provides Chandra data for J1856, J0420, and J0806,
because for the other NSs they found that pileup may affect
the observed high-energy spectrum. For J2143 only PN
data is available.
We interpret the M7 hard x-ray spectra in the context of

the axion model by using a joint likelihood over all of the
M7 and available datasets with a frequentist profile like-
lihood analysis procedure. Our parameters of interest are
fma; ga!!; gann; gappg and our nuisance parameters, which
describe uncertain aspects of the NSs, are the set of
parameters f"; d; T!

b g for each NS, where d is distance.
Each of the nuisance parameters is taken to have a Gaussian
prior with uncertainty given in Table I, except for ", which
is given a flat prior from 0 to #. Uncertainties arising from
the NS superfluidity model are described in the
Supplemental Material [64]. For our fiducial analysis we
fix gapp ! gann. We construct a joint likelihood over all of
the M7 and available datasets, and we use this likelihood to
constrain our parameters of interest.
Results.—The resulting best-fit parameter space in the

ma " ga!!gann plane and 95% one-sided upper limit are
shown in Fig. 2. Interpreting the data in the context of the
axion model, we find approximately 5$ evidence for the
axion-induced flux over the null hypothesis of no non-
thermal hard x-ray flux from the M7. The global fit
prefers a low axion mass and a coupling at and slightly
below previous limits, which are also indicated. In par-
ticular we combine the CAST constraints on ga!!
(ga!! < 6.6 ! 10"11 GeV"1 at low masses) [110] with the
SN 1987A constraints on gann, taking gapp ! gann, gann <
1.4 ! 10"9 [111] (but see Ref. [112] which question these

constraints). Constraints on gann from cooling of the NS Cas
A [2,4,5] may all be relevant, though these constraints are
subject to both instrumental [113] and theoretical system-
atic uncertainties. Thus the current constraints on ga!!gann
in Fig. 2 should be taken as suggestive.
It is interesting to investigate whether the high-energy

flux observed between the individual NSs is consistent with
the expectation from the axion hypothesis. In Fig. 3 we
show the observed intensities I2–8 (I4–8) between 2–8 keV
(4–8 keV) for each of the M7 after combining the MOS,
PN, and Chandra datasets. These intensities are determined
by fitting the low-mass axion spectral model uniquely to
the data from each NS, with model parameters T!

b and I2–8
(I4–8). Note that for the NSs where we include the 2–4 keV
energy bin we report I2–8, while for those where we do not
include this bin we instead report I4–8. (We obtain quali-
tatively similar results if we only use the 4–8 keV bins for
all NSs, as shown in the Supplemental Material [64].) The
green (yellow) bands indicate the 68% (95%) confidence
intervals for the intensities from the x-ray measurements.
The black and gray error bands, on the other hand, denote
the 68% and 95% confidence intervals for the axion model
predictions, fixing the axion model parameters at the best-
fit point from the global fit, ga!!gann # 4 ! 10"20 GeV"1

with ma $ 10"5 eV, and profiling over the nuisance
parameters. The uncertainties in the model prediction arise
primarily from the nuisance parameters describing the
unknown properties of the M7, as described above, while
the uncertainties on the measured intensity values are
purely statistical in nature.
The observed intensities are consistent with expectations

from the axion model. Additionally, there are sources of
uncertainty on the axion model predictions for the indi-
vidual NSs beyond those shown in Fig. 3, arising from for
example nucleon superfluidity, the EOS, and the inference
of the core temperatures. For example, as we show in the
Supplemental Material [64] with alternate core-temperature

FIG. 3. Best-fit intensities I2–8 and I4–8 for all M7. The green
(yellow) bands indicate the 68% (95%) confidence intervals from
the x-ray intensity measurements, with best-fit intensities marked
by vertical green lines. Black and gray error bands denote
the 68% and 95% confidence intervals for the axion model
predictions at the global best-fit coupling ga!!gann and
ma $ 10"5 eV, with uncertainties arising from uncertain aspects
of the NSs.

FIG. 2. 95% exclusion limit and best fit 1 and 2$ regions from a
joint likelihood analysis over all of the M7 and combining PN,
MOS, and Chandra data. We compare our result to existing limits
from CAST2017" NS cooling. All curves and regions continue
to arbitrarily small ma. Note that the QCD axion model is too
weakly coupled to appear in this figure. Accounting for system-
atic uncertainties may allow for smaller values of ga!!gann, by
approximately an order of magnitude, as discussed in the
Supplemental Material [64].
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Ultralight axions with axion-photon couplings ga�� ⇠ few⇥10�11 GeV�1 may resolve a number of
astrophysical anomalies, such as unexpected ⇠TeV transparency, anomalous stellar cooling, and X-
ray excesses from nearby neutron stars. We show, however, that such axions are severely constrained
by the non-observation of X-rays from the magnetic white dwarf (MWD) RE J0317-853 using ⇠40
ks of data acquired from a dedicated observation with the Chandra X-ray Observatory. Axions
may be produced in the core of the MWD through electron bremsstrahlung and then convert to
X-rays in the magnetosphere. The non-observation of X-rays constrains the axion-photon coupling
to ga�� . 5.5 ⇥ 10�13

p
Ca��/Caee GeV�1 at 95% confidence for axion masses ma . 5 ⇥ 10�6 eV,

with Caee and Ca�� the dimensionless coupling constants to electrons and photons. Considering that
Caee is generated from the renormalization group, our results robustly disfavor ga�� & 4.4⇥ 10�11

GeV�1 even for models with no ultraviolet contribution to Caee.

Axions are hypothetical ultralight pseudoscalar parti-
cles that couple through dimension-5 operators to the
Standard Model. In particular the quantum chromody-
namics (QCD) axion couples to QCD, which allows it
to solve the strong-CP problem [1–4]; this coupling also
generates a mass m

QCD
a ⇠ ⇤2

QCD/fa for the particle, with
fa the axion decay constant and ⇤QCD the QCD confine-
ment scale. In this work we probe axions with masses
ma . 10�2 eV that do not couple to QCD (but see [5–
7]) though they couple to electromagnetism and matter.
Such ultralight axions, often referred to as axion-like par-
ticles, are especially motivated theoretically in the con-
text of the String Axiverse [8–13]. In the Axiverse it
is natural to expect a large number N of ultralight ax-
ions, with ma ⌧ m

QCD
a . One linear combination couples

to QCD and receives a mass from QCD, becoming the
QCD axion, while the rest of the N � 1 states remain ul-
tralight and retain their non-QCD couplings to the Stan-
dard Model. It is well established that axions may be
produced within stars including white dwarfs (WDs) (see
e.g. [14–16]) and escape the stars due to their weak in-
teraction strengths with matter. Recently it has been
pointed out that such axions could produce X-ray signa-
tures through axion-photon conversion in magnetic WD
(MWD) magnetospheres [17] (see [18–23] for related dis-
cussions in neutron star (NS) magnetospheres). In this
work we collect and analyze data from the MWD RE
J0317-853 to look for evidence of this process.

The couplings of the axion a with mass ma to electro-
magnetism and electronic matter are described through
the Lagrangian terms

Lint � �
1

4
ga��aFµ⌫ F̃

µ⌫ +
gaee

2me
(@µa)ē�µ

�5e , (1)

with F (F̃ ) the (dual) quantum electrodynamics (QED)
field strength, e the electron field, and me the elec-
tron mass. It is convenient to parameterize the cou-
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Figure 1. We constrain ga��gaee . 1.3 ⇥ 10�25 GeV�1 at
95% confidence for low ma from the non-observation of X-
rays from the MWD RE J0317-853. We translate this result
to constraints on ga�� assuming: (i) a tree-level axion-electron
coupling with Caee = Ca�� , and (ii) the loop-induced Caee ⇡
1.5 · 10�4Ca�� that represents a conservative W -phobic axion
(the loop-induced Caee is generically larger). The expected
68% (95%) containment region for the power-constrained 95%
upper limit is shaded in green (gold) for the Caee = Ca��

scenario. Previous constraints are shaded in grey [24].

pling constants by ga�� = Ca��↵EM/(2⇡fa) and gaee =
Caeeme/fa, where the C’s are dimensionless. Most lab-
oratory and astrophysical searches for axions focus on
the axion-photon coupling, with current constraints il-
lustrated in Fig. 1. Low-mass constraints arise from
the non-observation of photons from super star clusters
(SSCs) [25] (see also [26]) and SN1987A [27] and searches
for spectral modulations with Fermi [28], H.E.S.S. [29],
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Question: Can alt. processes dominate axion rate in NSs? In progress
1. muon/proton cyclotron off of internal B-field 

2. pion/kaon condensate production? quark-gluon plasma prod?



1. Need additional white dwarfs and more X-ray data 

2. Can axions (or other BSM) explain M7 NSs and be 
consistent with other WD constraints? 

1. Enhance axion NS production (cyclotron, meson 
condensates, QGP, …) 

3. What other novel astrophysical probes of axions are there 
and what future technologies do we need? 

1. Low mass, weakly-coupled non-DM ALPs are hard to 
probe in the lab

Conclusion



Questions?
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Axions Production in Neutron Star Cores from Brem.
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Axions Production in White Dwarf Cores from Brem.

Axion Luminosity:

~thermal spectrum at:~thermal spectrum at:

single electron degeneracy

Axion production in White Dwarfs

Secondary X-ray emission from the conversion
of axions produced in magnetic white dwarf stars

Chris Dessert, Andrew J. Long, and Benjamin R. Safdi
Leinweber Center for Theoretical Physics, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109, USA

(Dated: January 24, 2019)

BS:[ revisit this when we know the full story] The radiation of axion-like particles from white dwarf stars
has been studied extensively to derive limits from stellar cooling. In this article we show that potentially stronger
limits can be derived from X-ray measurements of magnetic white dwarfs. These stars sustain a strong magnetic
field, and values as large as B � 100 MG are not uncommon. As the radiated axion-like particles exit the star
and pass through its magnetic field, they can be converted into X-ray photons. We estimate the luminosity of
these secondary photons and compare with the projected sensitivity of various X-ray telescopes.

I. INTRODUCTION

The quantum chromodynamics (QCD) axion, originally
proposed to solve the strong CP problem [1–4], is a well-
motivated extension of the Standard Model. The QCD ax-
ion is a light pseudo-scalar particle that couples to the QCD
operator GG̃, with G the QCD field strength. The particle
would be exactly massless but for non-perturbative QCD ef-
fects at low energies, which generate a small mass for the ax-
ion. The axion minimizes the QCD-induced potential, which
dynamically removes the neutron electric dipole moment and
thus solves the strong CP problem. Additionally, the ax-
ion has dimension-5 couplings to electromagnetism and to
matter. The axion may also naturally explain the observed
dark matter (DM) [5–7]. Studies of string compactifications
show that, in addition to the QCD axion, a number of addi-
tional light pseudo-scalar particles may be present in the spec-
trum, which coupling to electromagnetism and matter but not
to QCD [8, 9]. These pseudo-scalars are called axion-like-
particles (ALPs), though throughout this work we will refer
to all such particles as axions. In this work we present a novel
method, using X-ray observations of magnetic white dwarf
(WD) stars (MWDs), to probe the existence of axions.

WDs have long been used as probes of axions by studying
the possibility of energy loss from axion emission [10]. Ax-
ions are emitted by axion-bremsstrahlung in electron-nucleon
scattering processes, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The extra energy
loss would modify modify WD cooling and thus change the
luminosity function of WDs. Comparisons to the observed lu-
minosity function have been used to set stringent constraints
on the axion-electron coupling [11–13]. Moreover, it has
been suggested that the observed WD luminosity function ac-
tually prefers the existence of an axion with a mass ⇠1-10
meV [11, 12], a claim further supported by period-drift mea-
surements of WDs undergoing pulsations [14].

In this work we propose to use X-ray observations of
MWDs to detect the small fraction of emitted axions that con-
vert to X-ray photons outside of the MWD in the strong sur-
rounding magnetic field, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The conver-
sion of axions-to-photons utilizes the axion-photon coupling.
The proposed method uses the following key properties of iso-
lated MWDs. First, the surrounding magnetic fields can be
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a
<latexit sha1_base64="UzG3VRji8FBrDBKhHkAO5fIAh3c=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UzG3VRji8FBrDBKhHkAO5fIAh3c=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UzG3VRji8FBrDBKhHkAO5fIAh3c=">AAACkHiclVFNSxxBEO2daGI2mqg55tJkEXJyZkSItxjiIQQCCllX2FmkpqdmbeyPobsm6zDML8g1+XH+G3vXOUTNJQUNj1fvUdX18kpJT0lyO4iera0/f7Hxcvhqc+v1m+2d3XNvaydwLKyy7iIHj0oaHJMkhReVQ9C5wkl+/WXZn/xE56U1P6ipcKZhbmQpBVCgzuBye5TsJ6viT0HagxHr6/RyZ9BkhRW1RkNCgffTNKlo1oIjKRR2w6z2WIG4hjlOAzSg0c/a1aYd3wtMwUvrwjPEV+zfjha0943Og1IDXfnHvSX5r960pvJo1kpT1YRG3A8qa8XJ8uW3eSEdClJNACCcDLtycQUOBIXjPJgSj32gYjCFw4WyZh6fOFvl9ib+Lr2IddMLffd/tjBIB88wM7gQVuugbLPJSddmhDfUZl7wbHmUErRUTVuR7rKQa9h6dapF0XUhrPRxNE/B+cF+GvDZ4eg46WPbYO/Ye/aBpewjO2Zf2SkbM8GQ/WK/2Z9oNzqKPkWf76XRoPe8ZQ8q+nYHhq/Mag==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="UzG3VRji8FBrDBKhHkAO5fIAh3c=">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</latexit>

e�
<latexit sha1_base64="Vl2r566PdmjLKTiM0Z1Rb3u5QJI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Vl2r566PdmjLKTiM0Z1Rb3u5QJI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Vl2r566PdmjLKTiM0Z1Rb3u5QJI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Vl2r566PdmjLKTiM0Z1Rb3u5QJI=">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</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="v7Ua3ls4L6znIQJhGIGIt9sitz8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v7Ua3ls4L6znIQJhGIGIt9sitz8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v7Ua3ls4L6znIQJhGIGIt9sitz8=">AAAClXiclVFNaxRBEO0dPxLXjyR68OClcRE8ZWYkoJdAwEW8iBHc3cDOEmp6ajZt+mPornEzDPMfvOo/y79J72YOJvFiQcPjVT2q+r28UtJTklwOonv3Hzzc2n40fPzk6bOd3b3nU29rJ3AirLLuJAePShqckCSFJ5VD0LnCWX7+cd2f/UTnpTXfqalwoWFpZCkFUKCm2RK0htPdUbKfbIrfBWkPRqyv49O9QZMVVtQaDQkF3s/TpKJFC46kUNgNs9pjBeIcljgP0IBGv2g353b8TWAKXloXniG+Yf9WtKC9b3QeJjXQmb/dW5P/6s1rKj8sWmmqmtCI60VlrThZvv47L6RDQaoJAIST4VYuzsCBoODQjS3xxAcqBlM4XClrlvHY2Sq3F/EX6UWsm37Qd/8nC4t00Awzgythg/WmaLPZuGszwgtqMy94tjalBC1V01akuyyEG67eWLUqui6Eld6O5i6YvttPA/52MDpK+ti22Sv2mr1lKXvPjthndswmTLAf7Bf7zf5EL6PDaBx9uh6NBr3mBbtR0dcrnETOmg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v7Ua3ls4L6znIQJhGIGIt9sitz8=">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</latexit>

�B
<latexit sha1_base64="oXvYHCbNXM/QHwMTDhc4fssDflI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oXvYHCbNXM/QHwMTDhc4fssDflI=">AAAClniclVFNaxRBEO0dv+L6lehF8NK4CJ4yM0HQkwSN6EVYwc0GtpfQ01OzabY/hu6abIZmfoRX/WX+G3s2czCJFwsaHq/eo6rrFbWSHrPs9yi5dfvO3Xs798cPHj56/GR37+mxt40TMBNWWXdScA9KGpihRAUntQOuCwXzYv2x78/PwXlpzXdsa1hqvjKykoJjpObsHET40J3uTrL9bFv0JsgHMCFDTU/3Ri0rrWg0GBSKe7/IsxqXgTuUQkE3Zo2Hmos1X8EiQsM1+GXY7tvRV5EpaWVdfAbplv3bEbj2vtVFVGqOZ/56ryf/1Vs0WL1bBmnqBsGIy0FVoyha2n+eltKBQNVGwIWTcVcqzrjjAuOJrkxJZz5SKTelg42yZpUeOVsX9iL9Kr1IdTsIffd/tjhIR8+YGdgIq3VUBjY/6gJDuMDAvKCsP0rFtVRtqFF3LKYbt96ealN2fVj59WhuguOD/Tzib28mhwdDbDvkBXlJXpOcvCWH5AuZkhkRZE1+kJ/kV/I8eZ98Sj5fSpPR4HlGrlQy/QPDOM8b</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oXvYHCbNXM/QHwMTDhc4fssDflI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="oXvYHCbNXM/QHwMTDhc4fssDflI=">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</latexit>

T
<latexit sha1_base64="ewT8H1OpDeI4mDHpqzmEVIMff7c=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ewT8H1OpDeI4mDHpqzmEVIMff7c=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ewT8H1OpDeI4mDHpqzmEVIMff7c=">AAACkHiclVFNSxxBEO0dE6MbY1w95tJkCXhyZkTI3qLEQxACCq4r7CzS01OzNvbH0F3j7jDML8jV/Dj/jb3rHPy6WNDwePUeVV0vLaRwGEX3nWDlw8fVT2vr3c8bXza/bvW2L5wpLYchN9LYy5Q5kELDEAVKuCwsMJVKGKU3vxf90S1YJ4w+x6qAiWJTLXLBGXrq7Pxqqx/tRcuir0Hcgj5p6/Sq16mSzPBSgUYumXPjOCpwUjOLgktouknpoGD8hk1h7KFmCtykXm7a0B+eyWhurH8a6ZJ96qiZcq5SqVcqhtfuZW9BvtUbl5gPJrXQRYmg+eOgvJQUDV18m2bCAkdZecC4FX5Xyq+ZZRz9cZ5NCYfOUyHTmYWZNHoaHltTpGYe/hWOh6pqha55n80PUt7TTTTMuFHKK+tkdNzUCcIc68RxmiyOkjMlZFUXqJrE5+q3Xp5qljWNDyt+Gc1rcLG/F3t8dtA/3G9jWyPfyHeyS2LykxySP+SUDAknQP6RO/I/2A4Gwa/g6FEadFrPDnlWwckDaw3MXw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ewT8H1OpDeI4mDHpqzmEVIMff7c=">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</latexit>

L�a
<latexit sha1_base64="4eVySHIDVgt71ng0N4MVod+s4S0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4eVySHIDVgt71ng0N4MVod+s4S0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4eVySHIDVgt71ng0N4MVod+s4S0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4eVySHIDVgt71ng0N4MVod+s4S0=">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</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="v7Ua3ls4L6znIQJhGIGIt9sitz8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v7Ua3ls4L6znIQJhGIGIt9sitz8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v7Ua3ls4L6znIQJhGIGIt9sitz8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="v7Ua3ls4L6znIQJhGIGIt9sitz8=">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</latexit>

L�
<latexit sha1_base64="eUd9PvgD/eIXLqa5Rbnptac+Gt4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eUd9PvgD/eIXLqa5Rbnptac+Gt4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eUd9PvgD/eIXLqa5Rbnptac+Gt4=">AAACnXiclVFNaxRBEO0dPxLXr0SPHmxcBE+ZmSDoMWAED1EiuNnA9rrU9PRsmvTH0F2TzdDM//Cq/8p/Y89mDibxYkHB41U9qnivqJX0mGW/R8mdu/fub20/GD989PjJ053dZyfeNo6LKbfKutMCvFDSiClKVOK0dgJ0ocSsOP/Qz2cXwnlpzTdsa7HQsDKykhwwUt/ZEQe1DGwFWkO33Jlke9mm6G2QD2BChjpe7o5aVlreaGGQK/B+nmc1LgI4lFyJbswaL2rg57AS8wgNaOEXYfN2R19HpqSVdbEN0g37tyKA9r7VRdzUgGf+5qwn/zWbN1i9XwRp6gaF4VeHqkZRtLT3gJbSCY6qjQC4k/FXys/AAcfo1LUr6dRHKgVTOrFW1qzSQ2frwl6mn6XnqW6HRd/9nywe0lEzZkasuY3emzKw2WEXGIpLDMxzynpTKtBStaFG3bEYcvx6Y9W67Pqw8pvR3AYn+3t5xF/fTg72h9i2yQvyirwhOXlHDsgnckymhBNHfpCf5FfyMvmYHCVfrlaT0aB5Tq5VMvsD0RnSGw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eUd9PvgD/eIXLqa5Rbnptac+Gt4=">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</latexit>

N
<latexit sha1_base64="mI9k1PvuuzkKOVhRMv4nKLIGrW8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mI9k1PvuuzkKOVhRMv4nKLIGrW8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mI9k1PvuuzkKOVhRMv4nKLIGrW8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mI9k1PvuuzkKOVhRMv4nKLIGrW8=">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</latexit>
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FIG. 1. Axions are produced inside of a white dwarf star and convert
into X-ray photons as they pass through the star’s magnetic field.

quite high, ⇠109 G [15, 16], enhancing the axion-photon con-
version probability. Second, while the core temperature Tc of
WDs is typically in the X-ray band (Tc ⇠ 107 k), the effec-
tive surface temperature Te� is significantly lower, Te� ⇠ 104

k (see, e.g., [17]). This means that assuming the MWD is
isolated, in the absence of axions it should not produce X-
rays. However, in the presence of axions that X-ray energy
axions may escape the core and then convert into real X-ray
photons in the magnetic field surrounding the WD, leading to
near-thermal X-ray flux at the temperature of the core. In this
work, we show that X-ray telescope observations of MWDs
have the potential to probe the QCD axion parameter space in
addition to a wide range of ALP parameter space.

A similar approach to axion detection was previously
suggested for neutron stars [18]. In that case, nuclear
bremsstrahlung in the neutron star generates an outgoing flux
of X-ray energy axions, which may convert into X-rays in
the strong magnetic field surrounding the neutron star. How-
ever, it was pointed out in [19] that vacuum birefringence ef-
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Figure S7. (Left) The F -profile evaluated for the 1.22 M� star, evaluated using the parametrization provided by [57], considered
in our emissivity calculation. (Right) The sum in (3) evaluated for both mass models (1.22 M� and 1.29 M�).

progenitor is high enough so that the star depletes its core carbon on the asymptotic giant branch (this is the case for
WDs with masses & 1.1M� [54, 69]). If the star has evolved from a binary channel, then it may host a carbon-oxygen
core instead. However, we consider this to be unlikely, as [53] finds that if RE J0317-853 has an e↵ective temperature
.40000 K, the single-star evolution is more likely. Indeed, our Gaia analysis prefers an e↵ective temperature 25570±50
K. Note that although RE J0317-853 has a binary companion, they are too far apart to have interacted [53].

Given the core temperature, the density profile, and composition profiles, we have the tools to compute the axion
luminosity of RE J0317-853 due to both axion bremsstrahlung and electro-Primako↵. We compute the axion emissivity
at each radial slice in the MESA-generated profiles and integrate over the star to obtain the axion luminosity spectrum
dLa/d! (in, e.g., ergs/s/keV) as

dLa

d!
(!) = 4⇡

Z R

0
r
2
dr

d"a

d!
(r) (S8)

for a stellar radius R. For axion bremsstrahlung, d"a/d! is computed using (3); for electro-Primako↵, (S29). Because
of the geometric factors in the integrand in (S8) that suppress the contribution from the stellar core, the axion
luminosity profile dLa/dr peaks around half the WD radius.

For our fiducial analysis, we model the magnetic field as a dipole field of strength 200 MG at the pole. To compute
the axion-photon conversion probability pa!�(!), we follow the formalism developed in [17]. The axion-induced
photon flux dF�a/d! at Earth is then

dF�a

d!
(!) =

dLa

d!
(!) ⇥ pa!�(!) ⇥

1

4⇡d2
WD

. (S9)

V. ELECTRO-PRIMAKOFF AXION PRODUCTION

This section provides a derivation of the axion emissivity from the core of a WD from the electro-Primako↵
production mechanism. Note that while the bremsstrahlung process dominates for our MWD, the electro-Primako↵
process may be important for WDs with higher core temperatures, and this computation has not appeared elsewhere.

A. Cross section

Consider the scattering of an electron e and a nucleus N = (A, Z) that results in the emission of an axion a:

e(p1, s1) + N(p2, s2) ! e(p3, s3) + N(p4, s4) + a(k) . (S10)
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outer boundary of the core Tb is expected to evolve as
Tb ! 109!t=yr""1=6 K over times t # yr, neglecting effects
such as ambipolar diffusion, which may provide additional
heating to the core [109]. The kinematic core temperature
estimates agree with those in Table I within uncertainties
when the NS ages are available, though there are minor
differences which, as shown in the Supplemental Material,
Fig. S8 [64], lead to slightly lower inferred axion couplings
when using core-temperature priors from age estimates.
We then consider the conversion of the axions into x rays

in the NS magnetic fields. Here we follow closely the
framework outlined in Ref. [43] for axion-photon con-
version in WD magnetospheres. The axion-photon mixing
is induced through the operator L # "ga!!aFF̃=4, where
F is the electromagnetic field strength tensor, F̃ is its
dual field, and ga!! is the axion-photon mixing parameter.
The parameter ga!! is related to fa through the relation
ga!! # C!"EM=!2#fa", with "EM the fine structure constant
and C! a dimensionless coupling constant. In the presence
of a strong magnetic field this operator may cause an
initially pure axion state to rotate into an electromagnetic
wave polarized parallel to the external magnetic field.
However, the axion-photon conversion is suppressed by
the Euler-Heisenberg term for strong field quantum electro-
dynamics [9].
In the limit of low axion mass, which for our applications

is roughly ma ! !$R"1
NS"1=2 (and approximately 10"4 eV at

axion frequencies $ $ keV and NS radii RNS $ 10 km), the
conversion probability pa!! is approximately [9,10,43]

pa!! ! 1.5 ! 10"4
!

ga!!
10"11 GeV"1

"
2
!
1 keV
$

"
4=5

!
!

B0

1013 G

"
2=5

!
RNS

10 km

"
6=5

sin2=5 %; !1"

independent of the axion mass. Above, B0 is the surface
magnetic field strength at the magnetic pole, assuming a
dipole field configuration, and % is the polar angle from the
magnetic axis. At large axion masses the conversion
probability becomes additionally suppressed and must be
computed numerically (see, e.g., Ref. [43]).
We assume dipolar magnetic field strengths calculated

from the spin-down of the NSs [13–19] via magneto-dipole
radiation. (Note that the statistical uncertainties on the
dipole field strengths are subleading.) In the case of J1605,
there is no spin-down measurement and we adopt 2 !
1013 G as considered in Ref. [20]. Measurements of the
magnetic field from spectral fitting of cyclotron resonance
lines or atmosphere models generally predict larger fields,
which we consider in the Supplemental Material [64]. We
account for the unknown alignment angle % by profiling
over % with a flat prior.
Data analysis.—Ref. [11] analyzed all available archival

data from XMM-Newton and Chandra towards each of the
M7 for evidence of hard x-ray emission. For XMM-Newton
they reprocessed data from both the MOS and PN cameras
and treated these datasets independently, since they are
subject to different sources of uncertainty from, e.g., pileup.
The data were binned into three high-energy bins from 2–4,
4–6, and 6–8 keV. Reference [11] computed likelihood
profiles for flux from the M7 in each one of these energy
bins; these likelihoods are provided as supplemental data in
Ref. [11] and are the starting points for the analyses
presented in this work. As an illustration, in Fig. 1 we
show the energy spectrum from J1856, which is the NS
with the most significant hard x-ray excess. Note that we
show the best-fit fluxes and associated 68% confidence
intervals from the joint analyses over all three cameras.
Reference [11] showed that the 2–4 keVenergy bin may

be contaminated by the high-energy tail of the thermal
emission from the NS surfaces, depending on the atmos-
phere model, for all NSs except J1856 and J0420. The
predicted thermal surface emission is negligible for all NSs

TABLE I. The M7 properties used in this work. The magnetic
field strength at the pole B0 is in 1013 G; the surface temperature
at infinity T%

s is in eV; the core boundary temperature at infinity
T%
b is in keV; the distance d is in pc; the hard x-ray intensity Ix"8

is in 10"15 erg=cm2=s, integrated from x keV to 8 keV, with
x # 4 for all NSs but J0420 and J1856, for which x # 2. We
obtain the NS properties from the catalog of cooling NSs [91],
and the Ix"8’s from Ref. [11].

Name B0 T%
s T%

b d Ix"8 Refs.

J0806 5.1 100$ 10 15$ 9 240$ 25 0.0%1.6
"0.3 [18,98,99]

J1856 2.9 50$ 14 5$ 3 123$ 13 1.5%0.7
"0.6 [16,100–103]

J0420 2.0 45$ 10 3$ 2 345$ 200 0.7%1.0
"0.5 [19,98,99]

J1308 6.8 70$ 20 8$ 6 380$ 30 2.3%1.8
"1.7 [15,104,105]

J0720 6.8 92$ 10 13$ 8 286$ 25 0.9%1.1
"1.6 [14,106]

J1605 2.0 78$ 42 9$ 11 174$ 52 "0.5%1.3
"0.7 [20,107]

J2143 4.0 72$ 32 8$ 8 430$ 200 3.1%3.0
"3.4 [17,99,108]

FIG. 1. The energy spectrum from 2 to 8 keV for NS J1856 as
measured by combining PN, MOS, and Chandra data, with 68%
statistical uncertainties [11]. We also show the best-fit axion
model spectrum from a fit to this NS only, with the core
temperature fixed to the central value in Table I.
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possible that the hard X-ray excess is the result of
misinterpreting the background statistics. That is, if a
signi!cant fraction of the background "ux arises from
relatively bright point sources, then the assumption that we
may use the observed number of counts in the background
region to infer the mean number of background counts in the
signal region, with the probability distribution then being
Poisson distributed about this mean, could break down. It is
reassuring that, for these reasons, we observe the excess both
with Chandra and XMM. Still, it is worth investigating the
XMM counts maps visually and quantitatively in order to make
sure that they do not show signi!cant nearby point-source
emission or other sources of emission that would violate our
assumptions.

In Figure 2, we show pixel-by-pixel !2 maps, with
downbinned pixels, within the vicinity of the NS, which is
located at R.A.0 and decl.0. The !

2 value in pixel i is de!ned by
D
�S S O Ep i i

1( ( ! )), where Ei is the expected number of counts, Oi is
the observed number of counts, Sp is the Poisson-distribution
survival function, and D

�S 1 is the inverse survival function for
the chi-squared distribution with one degree of freedom. We
have downbinned the maps for visualization purposes. This
!gure uses the sum of the counts from 2 to 8 keV. The
background "ux level is estimated from the background region,
which is the region between the outer dashed circle and the
inner solid circle. As a reminder, the actual pixel sizes that we
use are signi!cantly smaller than indicated for both XMM and
Chandra. The predicted background "ux level elsewhere in the
map is calculated by assuming that the background "ux is
simply proportional to the exposure template (without
accounting for vignetting), as would be expected if the
background is predominantly from particle background.
Accounting for vignetting, as would be the case if the
background was dominantly from astrophysical X-rays, leads
to virtually indistinguishable results because all source
observations were on-axis. In a given pixel, we may then
compute the expected number of background counts. The
higher the !2 value, the more likely that the photon "ux within
that pixel arose from source emission and not a statistical
"uctuation of the background—explicitly, the p-value is given

by S!(!2), where S! is the survival function for the chi-squared
distribution with one degree of freedom.
In the right panel of Figure 2, which shows the results for the

Chandra observations, it is clearly seen that there is a
signi!cant excess of X-ray counts over the background in the
central pixel within the extraction region, which is the inner
circle. In this case, the extraction region is approximately 1 1
in radius, while the outer circle of the background region is
approximately 11 5 in radius. The Chandra image strongly
suggests that there is indeed excess hard X-ray "ux arising
from this NS between 2 and 8 keV. On the other hand, the
Chandra images are the most subject to pileup. As we will
show shortly, however, we do not believe that pileup is
responsible for the Chandra results. It is useful, though, to
examine the image for PN, which is less subject to pileup and
also shows a signi!cant excess, but has much worse angular
resolution. The corresponding image for the PN data is given in
the left panel. Note that, in this case, the source extraction
region (inner circle) has a radius of 18 0 while the background
region has an outer radius of 27 0. In this case, a visual excess
is still observable within the signal region, as compared to the
background region, which is the region between the two
circles, and a less prominent excess can also be seen in the
MOS image in the central panel.

3.2.2. Validating PN and MOS Background Extraction Regions

Due to the comparatively worse angular resolution of the PN
and MOS instruments, the signal and background extraction
regions used in the analysis of PN and MOS data are
necessarily larger in angular extent than in the corresponding
Chandra analyses. Our treatment of the background count rate,
which assumes a uniform particle background resulting in a
pixel-by-pixel count rate that depends only on the total
exposure in each pixel, may be violated by the presence of
point sources.4 In order to validate our assumptions for the
MOS and PN data, we perform a goodness-of-!t test on the
pixelated counts data for both instruments.

Figure 2. Chi-squared maps (summed over 2–8 keV and all exposures) for each camera centered around the location of RX J1856.6!3754. In each case, the inner red
ring denotes the radius within which the source data is extracted. Background data are extracted from the annulus between the inner and outer red rings. Maps are
presented downbinned for presentation purposes only. Blue rings, where present, indicate the location of point sources identi!ed in a joint analysis of PN and MOS
data with a local TS greater than nine. Masking the identi!ed point sources has little effect on the spectrum. Pixels that do not reside within signal or background
extraction regions are displayed in gray. (Left) PN data show a signi!cant excess in the signal region. Due to the large XMM PSF, it is not con!ned to a single full-
resolution pixel and is only apparent after downbinning. (Center) The MOS data show a less clear excess as compared to the PN data. (Right) Chandra data show a
central pixel excess with no other clear point sources visible in the background region appearing with approximately 3" signi!cance. Note that the axis scale for
Chandra is much smaller than for the XMM cameras, due to Chandra!s improved PSF: in fact, the entire Chandra map would !t within the XMM source regions.

4 Later, we attempt to mitigate this possibility with point-source identi!cation
and masking, and show that it has a minimal effect on the spectrum.
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Hard X-ray excess from RX J1856.6-3754

‣ No obvious astrophysical explanation

Magnificent seven datasets: XMM-Newton and Chandra
Process (almost) all archival XMM-Newton observations

• ⇠0.5�2 per observation, ⇠100 eV energy resolution
• almost 20 years of archival data (launched 1999)
• all observations sensitive to Milky Way dark matter decay

12

XMM-NewtonChandra

• Use data from 2 � 8 keV or 4 � 8 keV (higher Tsurf )
• XMM-Newton (PN and MOS)

• 90% containment radius: ⇠50”
• Particle and extragalactic background dominated
• Nearby point sources “photobombing” a concern

• Chandra (ACIS)
• 90% containment radius: ⇠1” (signal limited)
• Pileup: 2 X-rays arrive within integration/readout time

• Less of concern for XMM: much faster readout times
27

Chandra
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Figure S4. As in Fig. 1 but comparing the W -phobic loop-induced upper limit (red) for our fiducial stellar model to that
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temperature is taken at the upper value of the 1� containment interval from fitting the stellar model to the Gaia luminosity
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around 10%.
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Figure 4. The 95% one-sided limit on the axion-photon and
axion-electron coupling from this work gaeega�� < 1.3⇥10�25

GeV�1 assuming ma ⌧ 10�5 eV. For ma & 10�7 eV the
leading constraint on ga�� is from the CAST experiment [32]
and HB star cooling [33], while for ma . 10�10 eV it is from
X-ray observations of SSCs [25]. The leading limit on gaee
is from WD cooling [59], while the 68% containment region
for explaining stellar cooling anomalies [16], along with the
best-fit coupling, is also indicated and in tension with our
null results.

distance is fixed at the central value measured by Gaia
d = 29.38 pc [48] because the distance uncertainty only
leads to a ⇠0.1% uncertainty on the flux. In Fig. 3
we illustrate the energy-binned spectrum prediction from
axion-induced emission from the MWD for ma ⌧ 10�5

eV and gaeega�� = 10�25 GeV�1.

We find no evidence for the axion model, with the best-
fit coupling combination being zero for all masses. We
thus set 95% one-sided upper limits on the coupling com-
bination gaeega�� at fixed axion masses ma using the pro-
file likelihood procedure. For low masses ma ⌧ 10�5 eV
the limit is gaeega�� . 1.3 ⇥ 10�25 GeV�1. This limit
is around three orders of magnitude stronger than that
set by the CAST experiment on this coupling combina-
tion [32]. Our limit also severely constrains the low-mass
axion explanation of stellar cooling anomalies [16], which
prefer ga��gaee ⇠ 2⇥10�24 GeV�1 as illustrated in Fig. 4,
where we show our low-mass limit in the ga���gaee plane,
along with current constraints.

It is instructive to translate our limit to one on ga��

alone by assuming a relation between the dimensionless
coupling constants Caee and Ca�� . Note that in the
DFSZ QCD axion model there is a tree-level coupling
between the axion and electron, such that Caee ⇠ Ca�� ,
while in the KSVZ model no ordinary matter is charged
under the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetry and so Caee = 0
at tree level, though it is generated at one loop [60].
The loop-induced value of Ca�� depends on the rela-
tive coupling of the axion to SU(2)L versus hypercharge

U(1)Y . If the axion couples only to SU(2)L (U(1)Y )
then we expect, at one loop, Caee ⇠ 4.8 ⇥ 10�4

Ca��

(Caee ⇠ 1.6 ⇥ 10�4
Ca��) for fa ⇡ 109 GeV�1 (see [17,

60, 61] and the SM). To be conservative we assume in
Fig. 1 the W -phobic axion scenario, where the axion only
couples to U(1)Y (but see SM Fig. S2). We also show the
limit on ga�� for axion models with Caee = Ca�� , which
is nearly two orders of magnitude stronger than the loop-
induced limit.

Our results have strong implications for a number of
astrophysical anomalies and planned laboratory experi-
ments. For example, the WD cooling anomaly prefers
gaee ⇠ 1.6 ⇥ 10�13 [16]. In order for a low mass axion
to explain this result and be compatible with our upper
limit, one would need Ca�� . 2.2Caee (ga�� . 8.1⇥10�13

GeV�1), which would not be able to also explain the
axion-photon coupling ga�� ⇠ 10�11 GeV�1 suggested
by the global fit to stellar cooling data [16] (see Fig. 4)
or the TeV transparency anomalies, which prefer ga�� &
2 ⇥ 10�11 GeV�1 for ma ⌧ 10�8 eV [62]. Anomalous
X-ray emission from nearby isolated Magnificent Seven
NSs may be interpreted as low-mass (ma ⌧ 10�5 eV)
axion production from nucleon bremsstrahlung in the
NS cores and conversion to X-rays in the NS magne-
tospheres [22, 63]. The required coupling combination to
explain the X-ray excesses is ga��gaNN & 10�21 GeV�1,
with gaNN = CaNNmN/fa the axion-nucleon coupling,
with mN the nucleon mass and CaNN the dimensionless
coupling. The non-observation of X-rays in this work
from the MWD implies that if axions explain the Mag-
nificent Seven excess they must be electro-phobic, with
Caee . 4 CaNN . Lastly, we note that our results are es-
pecially relevant for the upcoming ALPS II light-shining-
through-walls experiment [64]. The last stage of the ex-
periment will have sensitivity to ga�� & 2 · 10�11 GeV�1

for ma . 10�4 eV, meaning that much of the axion pa-
rameter space to be probed is constrained by the current
analysis (see SM Fig. S2).

As evident in e.g. Fig. 2 with ⇠40 ks of Chandra data
we are able to perform a nearly zero-background search;
an additional order of magnitude in exposure time would
allow us to improve the sensitivity to ga�� by a factor
⇠1.5. The proposed Lynx X-ray Observatory [65] aims
to improve the point source sensitivity by roughly two
orders of magnitude compared to Chandra. A ⇠400 ks
observation with Lynx or a similar future telescope of RE
J0317-853 (see SM Fig. S1) may be sensitive to axions
with ga�� ⇠ 10�13 GeV�1 for Caee ⇠ Ca�� , which may
probe photo-philic QCD axion models in addition to vast
regions of uncharted parameter space for the hypothetical
Axiverse.
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Figure S5. (Left) A color-magnitude diagram with RE J0317-853’s Gaia DR2 data shown with the black error bars. We show
the curves predicted by the cooling simulation for three masses: 1.16, 1.22, and 1.29M�. Note that MG refers to the absolute
G-band magnitude, while the color BP�RP = GBP �GRP. (Right) The likelihood profile for the 1.22M� model as a function
of Tc. The best fit Tc is shown as the dashed vertical line, while the 1 and 2� containment regions on Tc are shown as green
and yellow bands, respectively. We also show, on the right y-axis, the axion luminosity (dashed red) as a function of Tc for
gaee = 10�13.

Figure S6. (Left) The carbon, oxygen, neon, and magnesium mass abundances in the MESA simulation for the model most
closely matching the observed luminosity of RE J0317-853. The x-axis is the mass coordinate i.e., enclosed mass. (Right) The
density profile in [g/cm3] for the same model as a function of mass coordinate.

We run simulations with MESA from which we determine the density and composition profiles for RE J0317-853.
MESA is a 1-dimensional modular stellar modeling code that outputs these profiles, along with others, as a function
of time since stellar birth. We use the default parameters from the test suite inlist make o ne wd, but change the
initial stellar mass to 11.1 (11.9) M�, which produces a 1.22 (1.29) M� WD. We evolve the star through the pre-WD
stages and allow it to cool until its luminosity reaches 10�3

L�.
We then select the model for which the stellar luminosity matches the observed value and choose the profiles

corresponding to this model, shown in Fig. S6, to be our fiducial density and composition profiles. We find that the
core is predominantly oxygen and neon as expected for an isolated WD of its mass, and reaches densities ⇢ > 106

g/cm3, which means that the electron gas is strongly correlated. For ⇢ & 107 g/cm3, the interior transitions to the
lattice phase, which tends to reduce the axion emissivity. In the left panel of Fig. S7, we show the value of F as
defined in (3) across the profile of the star for the four dominant ions in our WD model. The discontinuities in the
profiles (except carbon) are due to the transition from the liquid phase to the lattice ion structure in the inner core of
the WD. In general, F decreases with increasing density, although because the axion emissivity "a ⇠ ⇢F , the center
of the star is still the most emissive.

Note that our choice of test suite is not the driving force behind why our WD is modeled as having an oxygen-
neon core–this is simply because, under the assumption of single-star evolution, the initial stellar mass of the WD
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Figure S5. (Left) A color-magnitude diagram with RE J0317-853’s Gaia DR2 data shown with the black error bars. We show
the curves predicted by the cooling simulation for three masses: 1.16, 1.22, and 1.29M�. Note that MG refers to the absolute
G-band magnitude, while the color BP�RP = GBP �GRP. (Right) The likelihood profile for the 1.22M� model as a function
of Tc. The best fit Tc is shown as the dashed vertical line, while the 1 and 2� containment regions on Tc are shown as green
and yellow bands, respectively. We also show, on the right y-axis, the axion luminosity (dashed red) as a function of Tc for
gaee = 10�13.
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Figure S6. (Left) The carbon, oxygen, neon, and magnesium mass abundances in the MESA simulation for the model most
closely matching the observed luminosity of RE J0317-853. The x-axis is the mass coordinate i.e., enclosed mass. (Right) The
density profile in [g/cm3] for the same model as a function of mass coordinate.

We run simulations with MESA from which we determine the density and composition profiles for RE J0317-853.
MESA is a 1-dimensional modular stellar modeling code that outputs these profiles, along with others, as a function
of time since stellar birth. We use the default parameters from the test suite inlist make o ne wd, but change the
initial stellar mass to 11.1 (11.9) M�, which produces a 1.22 (1.29) M� WD. We evolve the star through the pre-WD
stages and allow it to cool until its luminosity reaches 10�3

L�.
We then select the model for which the stellar luminosity matches the observed value and choose the profiles

corresponding to this model, shown in Fig. S6, to be our fiducial density and composition profiles. We find that the
core is predominantly oxygen and neon as expected for an isolated WD of its mass, and reaches densities ⇢ > 106

g/cm3, which means that the electron gas is strongly correlated. For ⇢ & 107 g/cm3, the interior transitions to the
lattice phase, which tends to reduce the axion emissivity. In the left panel of Fig. S7, we show the value of F as
defined in (3) across the profile of the star for the four dominant ions in our WD model. The discontinuities in the
profiles (except carbon) are due to the transition from the liquid phase to the lattice ion structure in the inner core of
the WD. In general, F decreases with increasing density, although because the axion emissivity "a ⇠ ⇢F , the center
of the star is still the most emissive.

Note that our choice of test suite is not the driving force behind why our WD is modeled as having an oxygen-
neon core–this is simply because, under the assumption of single-star evolution, the initial stellar mass of the WD
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Figure S7. (Left) The F -profile evaluated for the 1.22 M� star, evaluated using the parametrization provided by [57], considered
in our emissivity calculation. (Right) The sum in (3) evaluated for both mass models (1.22 M� and 1.29 M�).

progenitor is high enough so that the star depletes its core carbon on the asymptotic giant branch (this is the case for
WDs with masses & 1.1M� [54, 69]). If the star has evolved from a binary channel, then it may host a carbon-oxygen
core instead. However, we consider this to be unlikely, as [53] finds that if RE J0317-853 has an e↵ective temperature
.40000 K, the single-star evolution is more likely. Indeed, our Gaia analysis prefers an e↵ective temperature 25570±50
K. Note that although RE J0317-853 has a binary companion, they are too far apart to have interacted [53].

Given the core temperature, the density profile, and composition profiles, we have the tools to compute the axion
luminosity of RE J0317-853 due to both axion bremsstrahlung and electro-Primako↵. We compute the axion emissivity
at each radial slice in the MESA-generated profiles and integrate over the star to obtain the axion luminosity spectrum
dLa/d! (in, e.g., ergs/s/keV) as

dLa

d!
(!) = 4⇡

Z R

0
r
2
dr

d"a

d!
(r) (S8)

for a stellar radius R. For axion bremsstrahlung, d"a/d! is computed using (3); for electro-Primako↵, (S29). Because
of the geometric factors in the integrand in (S8) that suppress the contribution from the stellar core, the axion
luminosity profile dLa/dr peaks around half the WD radius.

For our fiducial analysis, we model the magnetic field as a dipole field of strength 200 MG at the pole. To compute
the axion-photon conversion probability pa!�(!), we follow the formalism developed in [17]. The axion-induced
photon flux dF�a/d! at Earth is then

dF�a

d!
(!) =

dLa

d!
(!) ⇥ pa!�(!) ⇥

1

4⇡d2
WD

. (S9)

V. ELECTRO-PRIMAKOFF AXION PRODUCTION

This section provides a derivation of the axion emissivity from the core of a WD from the electro-Primako↵
production mechanism. Note that while the bremsstrahlung process dominates for our MWD, the electro-Primako↵
process may be important for WDs with higher core temperatures, and this computation has not appeared elsewhere.

A. Cross section

Consider the scattering of an electron e and a nucleus N = (A, Z) that results in the emission of an axion a:

e(p1, s1) + N(p2, s2) ! e(p3, s3) + N(p4, s4) + a(k) . (S10)

d✏a
d!

=
↵2
EMg2aee
4⇡3m3

e

!3

e!/T � 1

X

s

Z2
snsFs

‣ MESA: start with ~10 Msun star before WD phase 
‣ end up with oxygen-neon core because carbon depletion (standard 

expectation for ~1.2 - 1.3 Msun WD)



models, based on ages rather than surface temperatures,
the best-fit couplings could be as low as ga!!gann!
2 ! 10"21 GeV"1.
We also investigate whether the observed spectra from

the two high-significance detections in J1856 and J0420 are
consistent with the axion model expectation. In Fig. 4 we
show the best-fit core temperatures T#

b measured from
fitting the axion model, with ma $ 10"5 eV, to the x-ray
data between 2 and 8 keV. We note that the NS with the
best-determined spectral shape is J1856, which has the
most significant detection. In Fig. 1 we show the best-fit
model prediction for this NS compared to the observed
spectrum. The axion model appears to reproduce the
spectral shape found in the data.
Discussion.—In this work we presented results of a

search for hard x-ray emission arising from axions in the
M7 NSs. We showed that the M7 hard x-ray excess
observed in Ref. [11] may be interpreted in the context
of the axion model.
Alternative explanations for the hard x-ray emission

exist, but they are not compelling [11]. For example, some
of the observations may be affected by pileup due to the
high flux of soft, thermal x rays, though these effects seem
insufficient to explain the observed hard x-ray flux [11].
For the XMM-Newton data in particular, unresolved astro-
physical point sources near the source of interest could also
bias the observed spectrum, though the fact that consistent
spectra are observed with Chandra, which has over an
order of magnitude better angular resolution, provides
evidence that this is at least not the sole explanation for
the excess. Hard nonthermal x-ray emission is observed
generically from pulsars, and one possibility is that the
observed hard x-ray flux from the M7 arises from the
traditional nonthermal emission mechanisms (e.g., syn-
chrotron emission) that are present in other pulsars. On the
other hand, this emission is often accompanied by non-
thermal radio emission, which is not observed for the M7
[114], and also the spin-down luminosity seems insufficient
for most of the M7 for this to be an appreciable source of
flux [11]. Accretion of the interstellar medium may also be
a source of x rays from the M7, though this is typically
thought to produce flux at much softer energies if at all (see,
e.g., Ref. [115]).
Observations at higher energies by, e.g., NuSTAR of

J1856 and J0420 in particular may help discriminate the
axion explanation of the excess from other explanations.
This is because the predicted axion spectrum in the energy
range from %10–60 keV is unique and potentially includes

a significant enhancement due to Cooper pair-breaking-
formation processes, depending on the superfluidity model.
(See the Supplemental Material [64] for details, where we
also show that the Cooper pair processes could enhance the
flux below 10 keVas well.) The axion-induced flux should
also pulsate at the NS period, and this may be measurable
with future instruments such as Athena that can acquire
better statistics. Athena will have similar angular resolution
to Chandra while also being significantly less affected by
pileup [116]. X-ray observations of magnetic white dwarf
stars [43], the magnetized intracluster medium [117], or
nearby bright galaxies [118] could also help constrain or
provide additional evidence for the best-fit axion from this
work. The best-fit axion parameter space from this work
may also be probed with next-generation light-shining-
through-walls experiments like ALPS II [119] and helio-
scopes like IAXO [120]. In summary, if the M7 hard x-ray
excess is due to axions, then a variety of near-term
measurements should be able to conclusively establish a
discovery.
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FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3 but for the best-fit core temperature T#
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FIG. S2. (Left) The full energy spectrum from NS J1856 as predicted by the best fit of the axion model with the joint likelihood procedure
performed in the main analysis at energies below 8 keV. The black dashed curve is the fiducial model we use in the main analysis, where no
superfluidity is active, while the solid black curve shows the spectrum corresponding to our fiducial superfluidity model. The gray curves show
the predictions from other superfluid models that we tested and the gray shaded region demonstrates the uncertainty as a result of the different
superfluid models. Note that there are three models that predict no enhancement and are overlapped with the black dashed curve. (Right) As
in the left panel, but zoomed in below 8 keV and binned in 2 keV energy bins to provide a direct comparison to the X-ray data, which is also
shown.

where N
P
a,PBF is the normalization constant defined by

R1
2�(T,✓) J

P
a,PBFd! = ✏Pa,PBF; then N

P
a,PBF = ✏Pa,PBF/T

5IPan(zx0) with

zx0 ⌘ �(x)
0 (T )/T .

B. High-Energy Spectrum

At high energies, the flux may be dominated by the axions emitted in the PBF processes outlined in Sec. IV A. The spectral
functions are sharply peaked at twice the gap energy, which is also the lower cutoff of the axion energy due to conservation of
energy. The spectral functions then drop off quickly at higher energies. The exception is for the type B process in the P -wave
pairing, where the gap energy �B(T, ✓) is anisotropic and can be small when the neutron momentum is approximately aligned
with the quantization axis. This implies that the energy of the axion is distributed to values lower than the magnitude of the gap
energy �B

0 (T ) and is thus not subject to a specific lower cutoff. This is to be contrasted with �(T ) and �A(T, ✓) for the S-wave
pairing and type A P-wave pairing, where a sharp lower cutoff is present for a given T .

We show in Fig. S2 the predicted spectrum at high energies for J1856 assuming the best-fit core temperature from the global
axion model fit. Different curves denote different models [104–108] used in NSCool for computing the superfluid critical
temperatures of the NSs. Out of the twelve models available in NSCool, there exist three models [106, 108] that do not lead
to superfluidity formation and thus the production is given by the nucleon bremsstrahlung processes as in the main text, where
we assume no superfluidity, and the predicted spectrum is given by the black dashed curve in Fig. S2 in this case. With the
black solid curve we show the spectrum from our fiducial superfluidity model (model I) which includes PBF emission due to
superfluidity formation. That model takes the 1S0 neutron pairing gap from [109], the neutron 3P2 - 3F2 pairing gap from
“model a” in [110], and the proton 1S0 pairing gap from [111], respectively, and predicts the maximum net high-energy intensity
of all the superfluidity models considered. The gray shaded region spans between the black dashed curve and the maximum
flux at each energy among the twelve models we scan over, representing an estimate of the model uncertainty in the flux. We
note that we normalize the spectra of all models such that they all give the same value at 2 keV. Note that it may be seen that
even below ⇠3 keV there are small deviations away from the spectrum assumed in the main text for some superfluid models due
to the Type B P -wave superfluid pairing PBF process.

If we instead fix ga��gann = 1⇥ 10�20 GeV�1 and take vanishing ma, the predicted flux at 2 keV ranges from 2⇥ 10�16 to
8⇥ 10�15 erg/cm2/s/keV for this NS depending on the superfluid model. This shows that the superfluid model can significantly
affect the low-energy flux as well due to the superfluid suppression factors, though these are energy independent and do not
modify the spectral shape.

We assumed gapp = gann in Fig. S2, but the PBF flux is dominantly from the P -wave processes, which only involve neutrons.
Thus we expect gapp to play a less important role in the high-energy spectrum unless gann ⌧ gapp. Among the P -wave
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Axion Emission can Explain a New Hard X-ray Excess from Nearby Isolated Neutron Stars
Supplementary Material

Malte Buschmann, Raymond T. Co, Christopher Dessert, and Benjamin R. Safdi

This Supplementary Material is organized as follows. Section I discusses our determination of the core temperature uncer-
tainties, given the surface temperature data for the M7. In Sec. II we outline our computation of the axion production rates
via nucleon bremsstrahlung accounting for the possible suppression of the rates during neutron superfluidity. Sec. III details
the statistical analysis framework used to interpret the X-ray data in the context of the axion model. In Sec. IV we present
calculations of the axion emission rate and spectrum via the Cooper pair-breaking-formation (PBF) processes and discuss the
expected spectra from the NSs. Finally in Sec. V we perform multiple systematic tests on the analyses presented in the main text
and discuss the robustness of our results.

I. CORE TEMPERATURES

In this section, we estimate the uncertainties in the determinations of the core temperatures from the known surface temper-
atures of the NSs. The inner region of the NS is isothermal in the sense that the redshifted temperature observed infinitely far
from the NS, T1

b = Tb(r)
p

g00(r), is independent of the production radius r within the NS, with g00 the temporal component
of the metric. We define the un-redshifted core temperature as Tb = Tb(rb), where rb is the radius of the outer boundary of the
isothermal internal region. Note that rb is slightly smaller than the radius of the NS, rNS. Surrounding the isothermal region is
the NS envelope, over which the temperature cools to the surface temperature Ts = T1

s /
p
g00(rNS) at the outer surface.

In practice, we use NSCool to compute Tb given Ts, but we estimate the uncertainty in this determination using the analytic
relations determined from fits to simulations given in Eq. 32 of [98] and Sec. A.3 of [99]. The majority of the uncertainty arises
from the uncertainty in the NS surface gravity (because of the uncertainty in the NS EOS) and in the NS accretion history. The
NS EOS and the NS masses are sources of uncertainty that should be more thoroughly investigated in future work.

We estimate such uncertainties by varying over the amount of accreted matter Mac and the surface gravity g14 in 1014 cm/s2.
We assume a wide range of 2  g14  6, as a conservative estimate based on [100]. The NSs of interest are isolated and are
not expected to accrete much matter. We assume a flat prior in �20  log(Mac/Mtot)  �10, where Mtot is the total mass of
the NS. In the relevant range of surface temperatures, we find that the standard deviation of Tb is around 30% of the mean. This
is illustrated in Fig. S1, where we show the central Ts-Tb relation along with the 68% containment region from varying over
Mac and g14 as described above. In the analyses throughout this work, we use normal uncertainties on the core temperatures,
accounting for the 30% systematic uncertainty.
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FIG. S1. An illustration of the uncertainty on the determination of Tb, given the surface temperature Ts, arising from the uncertainties in the
surface gravity and the amount of accreted matter. The black curve shows the average value of Tb for each given Ts if one assumes flat priors
in 2  g14  6 and �20  log(Mac/Mtot)  �10, whereas the gray band shows the 68% containment region on Tb given Ts.

Additional uncertainty on the core temperature arises from the intrinsic uncertainty in the surface temperatures. In addition to
the uncertainty determined in the Ref. [11], we assign a 25% uncertainty on the surface temperature to account for the variation
in NS atmosphere models as well as the unknown surface composition. Note that the surface composition is related to the
accretion history and so some of the uncertainties are interrelated. We convert the surface temperature uncertainties to core

Core temperature / surface temperature relation
(large uncertainties here)
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how the results change when we use the core-temperature estimates based solely on the kinematic ages of the NSs. The core
temperatures are inferred through the kinematic ages through the relation given in the main text. Note that we assign a 50%
systematic uncertainty, translated appropriately to log space, on that relation to account for the precision quoted in [75]. We
combine that systematic uncertainty with the uncertainties on the kinematic ages to produce the uncertainties quoted in Tab. S2.
We only include NSs in this analysis for which kinematic ages are known.

In the main text we adopted the magnetic field values determined by the spin-down rate of the NSs, except in the case of
J1605 which has no measured value. These determinations give very precise measurements of the dipole component of the field,
but the true field may be, e.g., non-axisymmetric such that the spin-down measurements underestimate the magnetic field at
the surface [119]. In this section we reanalyze the data assuming the magnetic fields determined by spectral fitting of the NSs
while keeping the dipole assumption. These fields are inferred from cyclotron resonance absorption lines or NS atmosphere
models. The fields are typically larger than the spin-down fields, although they are also significantly more uncertain, especially
considering systematics such as the NS atmosphere composition. These alternate values are listed in Tab. S2.

In Fig. S8 we repeat our fiducial analysis (left) using the alternate core temperatures and (right) using the alternate magnetic
fields. The alternate magnetic fields have a relatively minimal impact on the best-fit parameter space. The alternate temperature
model, on the other hand, has a more significant impact. In this case the best-fit parameter space is at slightly higher axion
couplings, due to the slightly lower core temperatures. As seen in Fig. S8, the alternate core temperature model also provides
slightly improved consistency between the I2�8 intensity observed from J1856 and the I4�8 intensities observed from the other
three NSs considered, though we stress that this is a relatively minor difference.
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FIG. S8. As in Fig. 2, Fig. 3, and Fig. 4 but (left) for the alternate core temperature values given in Tab. S2 and (right) for the alternate magnetic
field values shown in Tab. S2.

Core temperatures based off of kinematic ages
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Ultralight axions with axion-photon couplings ga�� ⇠ few⇥10�11 GeV�1 may resolve a number of
astrophysical anomalies, such as unexpected ⇠TeV transparency, anomalous stellar cooling, and X-
ray excesses from nearby neutron stars. We show, however, that such axions are severely constrained
by the non-observation of X-rays from the magnetic white dwarf (MWD) RE J0317-853 using ⇠40
ks of data acquired from a dedicated observation with the Chandra X-ray Observatory. Axions
may be produced in the core of the MWD through electron bremsstrahlung and then convert to
X-rays in the magnetosphere. The non-observation of X-rays constrains the axion-photon coupling
to ga�� . 5.5 ⇥ 10�13

p
Ca��/Caee GeV�1 at 95% confidence for axion masses ma . 5 ⇥ 10�6 eV,

with Caee and Ca�� the dimensionless coupling constants to electrons and photons. Considering that
Caee is generated from the renormalization group, our results robustly disfavor ga�� & 4.4⇥ 10�11

GeV�1 even for models with no ultraviolet contribution to Caee.

Axions are hypothetical ultralight pseudoscalar parti-
cles that couple through dimension-5 operators to the
Standard Model. In particular the quantum chromody-
namics (QCD) axion couples to QCD, which allows it
to solve the strong-CP problem [1–4]; this coupling also
generates a mass m

QCD
a ⇠ ⇤2

QCD/fa for the particle, with
fa the axion decay constant and ⇤QCD the QCD confine-
ment scale. In this work we probe axions with masses
ma . 10�2 eV that do not couple to QCD (but see [5–
7]) though they couple to electromagnetism and matter.
Such ultralight axions, often referred to as axion-like par-
ticles, are especially motivated theoretically in the con-
text of the String Axiverse [8–13]. In the Axiverse it
is natural to expect a large number N of ultralight ax-
ions, with ma ⌧ m

QCD
a . One linear combination couples

to QCD and receives a mass from QCD, becoming the
QCD axion, while the rest of the N � 1 states remain ul-
tralight and retain their non-QCD couplings to the Stan-
dard Model. It is well established that axions may be
produced within stars including white dwarfs (WDs) (see
e.g. [14–16]) and escape the stars due to their weak in-
teraction strengths with matter. Recently it has been
pointed out that such axions could produce X-ray signa-
tures through axion-photon conversion in magnetic WD
(MWD) magnetospheres [17] (see [18–23] for related dis-
cussions in neutron star (NS) magnetospheres). In this
work we collect and analyze data from the MWD RE
J0317-853 to look for evidence of this process.

The couplings of the axion a with mass ma to electro-
magnetism and electronic matter are described through
the Lagrangian terms

Lint � �
1

4
ga��aFµ⌫ F̃

µ⌫ +
gaee

2me
(@µa)ē�µ

�5e , (1)

with F (F̃ ) the (dual) quantum electrodynamics (QED)
field strength, e the electron field, and me the elec-
tron mass. It is convenient to parameterize the cou-
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Figure 1. We constrain ga��gaee . 1.3 ⇥ 10�25 GeV�1 at
95% confidence for low ma from the non-observation of X-
rays from the MWD RE J0317-853. We translate this result
to constraints on ga�� assuming: (i) a tree-level axion-electron
coupling with Caee = Ca�� , and (ii) the loop-induced Caee ⇡
1.5 · 10�4Ca�� that represents a conservative W -phobic axion
(the loop-induced Caee is generically larger). The expected
68% (95%) containment region for the power-constrained 95%
upper limit is shaded in green (gold) for the Caee = Ca��

scenario. Previous constraints are shaded in grey [24].

pling constants by ga�� = Ca��↵EM/(2⇡fa) and gaee =
Caeeme/fa, where the C’s are dimensionless. Most lab-
oratory and astrophysical searches for axions focus on
the axion-photon coupling, with current constraints il-
lustrated in Fig. 1. Low-mass constraints arise from
the non-observation of photons from super star clusters
(SSCs) [25] (see also [26]) and SN1987A [27] and searches
for spectral modulations with Fermi [28], H.E.S.S. [29],
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1 In progress: MWD polarization

prelim. limit (~ish)

unpolarized light MWD B-field

axion (unobserved)

observe linear pol. light

basic idea: Gill, Heyl 2011

our work (in progress): 

1. Improved modeling 

2. Dedicated and modern 
MWD polarization data 
towards optimal targets


